TIMING CAMERA
SHUTTERS

AUTOGUIDE - THE HI-TECH ROUTE TO TRAVEL
PORTABLE SCANNING RECEIVER

- Frequency Synthesized - No Crystals To Buy
- 68-88 MHz VHF-Lo
- 108-136 MHz (AM) Aircraft
- 136.005-174 MHz VHF-Hi
- 380-512 MHz UHF
- 806-960 MHz

Realistic Pro-34. Catch all the action on this handheld programmable scanner. Features extended frequency coverage, including the new 800 MHz band! Scan up to 200 channels in 10 bands or search for new bands. Store frequencies in a special monitor band for one-key transfer to permanent memory. Lock-out key temporarily bypasses unwanted channels.

The Key To Better Listening
Also features large LCD display showing channels and frequencies being scanned, monitored or programmed and has a switchable backlight for night viewing. Squelch control, built-in speaker, 1/8" earphone socket, flexible aerial and belt-clip. Includes BNC jack for adding external aerial.

Realistic PRO-34 £249.95.
Cat. No. 20-9135
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NEXT MONTH...

WE’RE BRINGING YOU THE FIRST PARTS OF TWO MAJOR NEW FEATURES –
* YOUR EDITOR REPORTS ON THE ADVANCING STATE OF HOME AUTOMATION *
* TOM IVALL TURNS HIS EYES SPACEWARD TO TAKE A TECHNICAL LOOK AT SATELLITES *
AND OF COURSE WE’LL HAVE OUR PAGES FILLED WITH OTHER TOP FEATURES *

THE APRIL 1989 ISSUE IS FAR TOO IMPORTANT TO MISS IT’S ON SALE FROM FRIDAY MARCH 3RD FROM ALL THE BEST NEWSAGENTS
We have recently received the following literature:

The British Electronics Club has issued the latest quarterly newsletter — 26 pages of it, covering a wealth of ideas and information concerning electronics. If you want to join this excellent club, write to the Chairman, Mr. C. Bogod, BAECC, 26 Forest Road, Penarth, South Glamorgan, and enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

The Electronic Organ Constructors Society has sent its latest magazine. The magazine and the EOCS itself are of vital importance to any dyer interested in electronic keyboard circuits and technology. Anyone interested in joining the club should write to John Long, Hon Membership Secretary, EOCS, 5 Gander Close, Harcliffe, Bristol, BS13 9WP.

Heinemann have sent their complete list of books, including many new ones. As well as covering electronic and electrical engineering, their range covers many subjects, from business management to travel. Heinemann Professional Publishing, 22 Bedford Square, London, WC1B 3HH. Tel: 01-637 3311.

West Hyde have published a new 96 page catalogue of electronic enclosures that will be of interest to those in the trade looking for a broad range of excellent enclosures. West Hyde Developments Ltd, 9-10 Part Street Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 1ET. 0296 20441.

Instrumex have produced a new six-page colour leaflet detailing new products in a range of text and measurement instruments from leading manufacturers such as Tektronix, Stag, Marconi, Thrifty and many others. Instrumex, Dorcan House, Meadfield Road, Langley, Berks, SL3 8AL. 0753 44878.

STC Instrument Services have produced their first full-colour catalogue which, in 320 pages, features a vast selection of products from over 65 leading manufacturers. STC Instrument Services, Dewar House, Central Road, Harlow, Essex, CM20 2DF. 0279 641641.

VSI have sent a short form catalogue on their semi-custom products. Being mainly concerned with gate arrays, it will be of interest to our professional and more advanced readers. VSI Electronics (UK) Ltd, Roydonbury Industrial Park, Horsecroft Road, Harlow, Essex, CM19 5BY. 0279 296666.

Bonex have issued a 136 page A4 illustrated catalogue of components and hardware, ranging from battery holders and boxes, through passives and semiconductors to wire strippers and zif sockets. Of particular interest are their kits and modules for transceiving applications, including weather satellite systems. An extremely useful catalogue for your reference bookshelf. Bonex, 12 Elder Way, Langley Business Park, Slough, Berks, SL3 6EP. 0752 49502.

SRS have advised us of their new fully illustrated 4-page brochure on their entire range of 19 inch Style 70 sub-racks, accessories and components. SRS, 19 Mead Industrial Park, Riverway, Harlow, Essex, CM20 2SE. 0279 418401.

WHAT'S NEW

Downing Tools

I nten on maintaining reputation for high performance test and measurement instruments at low prices, Flight Electronics have cut the price of eight of popular pieces of equipment.

The cuts have produced a particularly cost-effective range of high-quality high-specified instruments. Significant among the reduced items is the GPD 3020D, a digital dual-output bench power supply unit with 0 to 30VDC, 0 to 2A outputs — now retailing at £290. A 120MHz digital frequency meter, the GFC 8010F, has been reduced to just £99.50 from £115.

Prices have also been reduced on universal, intelligent and digital frequency counters, a quad-output analog bench PSU, a 2MHz function generator and a pulse generator with logic probes and pulser.

Applications exist for the instruments in all electrical and electronics based industries, in R and D, service and production environments. They are also ideal for educational use.

The other new prices are: GPQ 1830 quad analog psu — £235, GFG 8015F function generator — £149, GFC 8010F digital frequency counter — £99.50, GFC 8100G intelligent counter — £325, GUC 2010 universal counter — £215. Discounts are available on large orders.

CONTACT: Suzanne Kitto, Flight Electronics, Ascupart Street, Southampton, SO1 1LU. Tel: 0703 227721.

Tuning Cirkit

A new Larsholt range of fm-receiver tuner sets, in stereo and mono versions, and featuring an on-board audio amplifier is now available through the Danish company's exclusive UK distributor, Cirkit Distribution.

Especially suitable for applications in sound distribution systems, the three models all feature TDA1062-based front end, which combines good sensitivity with excellent large signal handling, a frequency range of 87.5-108MHz, am suppression of 90dB and image rejection of 70dB. Other advanced features include varicap tuning, acf amplification and control, tuning and signal level meter, noise and deviation meter and oscillator output. The 7256 is supplied in stereo or mono versions with the 7260 having an on-board audio amplifier, capable of delivering up to 6W in to 4Ohms with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 90dB. The unit only requires the addition of a few external components and a loudspeaker to make a complete fm receiver.

Diode-tuned and equipped with oscillator tap to make pll synthesis the digital display possible, the 7256 and 7260 are only half Eurocard size, with dimensions of 100mm x 80mm and a maximum height of 25mm. Connection is via a 5-pins edge connector with 2.5mm space pins.

Larsholt plan to extend the series in the near future with the addition of a stereo version with audio amplifier and a control unit for pll-synthesis.

CONTACT: Cirkit Distribution Ltd, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Hertfordshire, EN10 7NQ. Tel: 0992 444111.
**Picturing Crofton**

Crofton have been involved in the video field now for some twenty years. Their small CCTV camera design was shown, and demonstrated, on Tomorrow’s World back in 1969. That little camera was actually hooked up to the transmitter and produced live pictures over the air, and although there was some trepidation at the time, everything went smoothly. It was probably the first time ever that the BBC had actually hooked up to the transmitter and produced live off-air pictures.

Crofton are currently able to offer an extensive range of standard CCTV security and computer products, as well as miniaturised solid state TV cameras, with, or without, sound for normal and cover surveillance applications. The size and weight of this equipment make it ideal for portable use.

Now, two more new products have been released from the same stable. The first is a miniature solid state TV camera known as the Model TC6. This is the smallest video camera presently available on the market and is bound to create a very broad spectrum of interest in many diverse fields. The resolution capabilities are far better than the average Vidicon camera, and its sensitivity goes down to -3 Lux. As an example, the camera can literally be installed and forgotten, thus making it the obvious choice for many applications. The price is also attractive, and compares favourably with all of the currently available more conventional solid state cameras on the market.

**Low Distortion Sig Gen**

Masterswitch Ltd, who manufacture the Lansfield range of instruments, have introduced a low distortion, low cost, battery powered audio signal generator. The Model G3 has sinusoidal, square and triangular outputs, and yet it is not a function generator.

The sinewave output is pure with a maximum distortion of less than 0.04% over its range of 20Hz to 20kHz, and the instrument is ideal for testing and checking distortion levels on HiFi equipment. The G3 is also a very useful general purpose audio signal generator, having switched and continuously variable attenuators with a maximum output of 6 volts p-p from a 50 ohm source.

Very compact and weighing only 400gms with batteries this Sig Gen will make an excellent service tool.

**CONTACT:** Masterswitch Ltd, 8 Dorset Road, Tottonham, London, N15 5AJ. Tel: 01-802 1423.

---

**COUNTDOWN**

If you are organising any event to do with electronics, big or small, drop us a line – we shall be glad to include it here.

Please note: Some events listed here may be trade or restricted category only. Also, we cannot guarantee information accuracy, so check details with the organisers before setting out.

- **Feb. 7-9.** Smartex – Surface Mounting Technology Exhibition. Wembley Exhibition Hall. 01-302 8585.
- **Feb. 22-23.** Instrumentation Harrogate. Harrogate Exhibition Centre. 0822 614671.
- **Mar. 14-16.** EPOS North 89. Seminar and exhibition of retail information systems. Armitage Centre, Manchester. RMDF 0273 722687.
- **Mar. 21-22.** Instrumentation Bristol. Crest Hotel, Filton, Bristol. 0822 614671.
- **Apr. 5-6.** Laboratory Science and Technology Show, Kelsey Kerridge, Cambridge. 0799 26699.
- **Apr. 11-13.** Portable Computing and Data Capture 89. Conference and exhibition. Rivermead, Reading. RMDF 0273 722687.
- **Apr. 25-27.** British Electronics Week. Olympia. 0799 26699.
- **May 8-10.** Eurobus 89 – German Conference. Munich Sheraton Hotel, Munich. 01-940 4625.
- **Jun. 5-9.** Lasers, Optoelectronics, Microwaves. 9th International Trade Fair and Congress. Munich Fair Centre. 01-948 5166.
- **Aug. 25-Sep 3.** International Audio and Video Fair. Berlin.
- **Sep. 4-6.** Eurobus 89 – UK Conference. Novotel Hotel, London. 01-940 4625.

**BTEC CONTINUING EDUCATION CERTIFICATE COURSES.** Starting dates Jan 11 and Apr 26 – each course 2 days per week Wed/Fri for 13 weeks. London Electronics College, 20 Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU. 01-373 8721.
Stereo Wireless

Providing you stay in sight of the transmitter unit — normally up to 30 feet or more away, the new Maplin stereo infra-red cordless system allows you to live in peace with your hi-fi (or TV set). Headphones are plugged into the highly compact receiver which allows the adjustment of volume and balance from the comfort of your armchair anywhere within range. The system eliminates the need for long trailing cable from your hi-fi or TV to headphones. The receiver has been designed to be clipped onto shirts, pockets or belts, giving full (in range) mobility.

Apart from left/right volume control, the receiver features a dynamic switch that expands the frequency range and increases sensitivity by 10dB to accommodate high quality equipment such as CDs and laser disc video players.

The system comprises an infra-red transmitter, connected to the headphone jack of any audio equipment and an infra-red receiver into which any stereo headphone ($8 to $100n) can be plugged. The transmitter has 12 infra-red leds which give a 110° signal field and is powered by a 12V de 500mA ac adaptor. The receiver meanwhile is powered by 3AAA dry cells or equivalent nicad rechargeable batteries. The nicad batteries can be recharged in the receiver by simply plugging in the ac adaptor supplied.

The YP637i-r stereo telephone costs £39.95 including VAT, but excluding batteries, and is available from Maplin's nationwide shops.

Further information on Celsilack and Celsimeters contact: Cobonic Ltd., 32 Ludlow Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5NW. Tel: 0483 505260.

Hot Stuff

The Celsimeter Mini K is a new small electronic temperature meter. A variety of thermo element sensor probes are available for it and can be used for practically all temperature measuring problems between -50°C and +800°C. A particularly interesting application is the monitoring of tip temperatures of soldering irons. A lot of problems and soldering iron tip wear can directly result from defective thermostats in soldering irons. For the best results the selected soldering tip temperature must be correct.

Apart from this there are numerous temperature measuring problems not only at work but also in the home. A small investment will solve all these problems.

Also available from the same source is an irreversible, and cost effective temperature measuring and registering paint called Celsilack which is available in more than 100 values between -40°C and 1200°C. The paint is applied by brush onto the test area and in a few minutes dries into a coating of good adhesion. The predetermined temperature, when exceeded, is not indicated by a colour change but by means of a remelting process. After cooling the re-crystallised measuring spot gives a clear optical indication if the melting temperature has ever been reached.

Further information on Celsilack and Celsimeters contact: Cobonic Ltd., 32 Ludlow Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5NW. Tel: 0483 505260.

Filtered Sockets

Microcomputers, electronic office machines and hi-fi apparatus are typical examples of a wide range of equipment which can now be cost-effectively protected from mainsborne transients using the new filter socket from Briticent. Excellent radio frequency interference protection is provided by the new four-socket unit.

Several pieces of sensitive electronic equipment can be conveniently connected at the same point which ensures 'clean' power. In addition to RFI protection, high-voltage static discharge (spike) suppression is provided. Overcurrent protection is via a replaceable fuse link. Isolation switching is omitted so that the risk of accidental switch-off of equipment is minimised. An integral neon shows when the unit is live. The socket may be supplied alone, alternatively an assembly is offered; with two metres of cable and a BS1363 13A plug.

Contact Briticent International Ltd, Crow Arch Lane, Ringwood, Hampshire, BH24 1NZ. Tel: 0425 474617

New Iron Age

Antex have launched their first in-handle temperature control soldering irons, the TCS 24 and TCS 240. These provide low-cost temperature control in a lightweight compact design. Simple to use, they offer temperature control (tc) flexibility without the need for a tc station. The temperature can be easily set at any point in the range 200-450°C, using a small screwdriver.

The advanced ceramic heating element provides rapid recovery of tip temperature even with heavy soldering demands, and has a warm-up from cold (60 seconds to 350°C).

Electronic control is one of the important features of this advanced iron. Unlike magnetic or mechanical switches, the electronic proportional voltage control is both highly accurate and reliable. This facility anticipates reaching the prescribed temperature and adjusts the power input accordingly. The result is an iron which very closely keeps to the specified temperature, eg within 1% in use, within 2°C idling.

By exploiting surface mount technology, TCS soldering irons are small and light, giving operators positive, precise soldering control.

For full information on their whole range of soldering irons and equipment, contact: Antex (Electronics) Ltd., Mayflower House, Armada Way, Plymouth, Devon, PL1 1JX. Tel: 0752 667377.

Packing Power

A holder for four AA (R6) size cells is a new extension to Bulgin's range of panel mounting holders. The BX0027 has a removable, latching, loading magazine and 2.8mm series tabs/solder tags. Four tab/tags can be wired in series or in two pairs. Polarity is clearly marked.

Contact: A.F. Bulgin and Co PLC, Bypass Road, Barking, Essex, IG11 0AZ. Tel: 01-594-5588

Transputer Training

The world's first fully integrated transputer training package has been launched by leading microprocessor-trainer specialist, Flight Electronics. The system allows a high level of transputer literacy to be achieved in a very short space of time and at low cost. Used in conjunction with a host IBM-PC, the trainer offers a complete educational introduction to the Inmos T414 transputer chip. The package costs £995 and comprises a transputer module, IBM-PC interface card and all necessary development software, including TDS 1 OCCAM from Inmos. Being external from the IBM-PC, the transputer is easily accessed by the student.

The package includes everything needed to gain a good level of hardware and software knowledge of the powerful parallel processing transputer, and use it to implement real-time control tasks.

Comprehensive 'self-teach' tutorial documentation and a wealth of example-program software is included in the package.

Flight also offers comprehensive three-day transputer training courses. Purchasers of the transputer trainer qualify to take advantage of the course for £200, half the usual cost.

Southampton University's world leading Transputer Support Centre at Chilworth, supported by SERC, developed the system in conjunction with Flight's training system specialists.

For further information contact Suzanne Kittow, Flight Electronics, Ascupart Street, Southampton, SO1 1LU. Tel: 0703 227721.

Further information on Celsilack and Celsimeters contact: Cobonic Ltd., 32 Ludlow Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5NW. Tel: 0483 505260.

Packing Power

A holder for four AA (R6) size cells is a new extension to Bulgin's range of panel mounting holders. The BX0027 has a removable, latching, loading magazine and 2.8mm series tabs/solder tags. Four tab/tags can be wired in series or in two pairs. Polarity is clearly marked.

Contact: A.F. Bulgin and Co PLC, Bypass Road, Barking, Essex, IG11 0AZ. Tel: 01-594-5588
Discerning DVM

CERN is exploiting the precision measurement capability of Schlumberger Instruments' 7081 8 1/2-digit multimeter in colliding beam physics experiments. Twelve units have been delivered to CERN for very accurate measurement on the LEP accelerator, the electron/positron storage ring developed for the experiments. The accelerator is installed in a circular underground tunnel of 27km circumference constructed on the Swiss-French border. The first phase of construction, to be completed by the middle of 1989, includes the complete magnet and vacuum system, with the radio-frequency equipment required to store electron/positron beams up to an energy of 50GeV. The role of the 7081 dvm's is to measure the currents generated by power converters to energise the LEP magnets. The instruments are required to guarantee the final precision demanded of these power converters by checking individual elements such as a +d and d +a converters and dc current transformers. DVM performance must therefore be superior to that of each element. The twelve voltmeters have now operated reliably and with unwavering precision for almost two years. A regular check in the LEP calibration room, using calibrators and standard cells which are themselves checked at the Swiss metrology centre at Bern, shows that the instruments have remained perfectly within specification during this time.

CONTACT: Schlumberger Instruments, Victoria Road, Farnborough, Hants, GU14 7PW. Tel: 0252 544443.

Rising Damp?

Electronic Temperature Instruments have announced the addition of the M49 digital moisture meter to their range of digital instrumentation. The M49 is priced at £170 and represents a complete breakthrough in the measurement of free moisture. It is entirely electronic and utilises the latest silicon chip technology to measure the quantity of water within its electro-magnetic field, penetrating deep into the material under investigation. Calibrated up to 20% by weight it is suitable for the determination of water content in cement, building materials, wood, paper, foodstuffs, fibres, etc. The unit is supplied complete and requires no probes or other accessories for its operation. The results of the measurements are displayed in large, clear digits with a resolution of one hundredth of one percent.

CONTACT: Electronic Temperature Instruments Ltd, P.O. Box 81, Worthing, West Sussex, BN13 3PW. Tel: 0903 202151.

Counting time

A new fully programmable, low-cost counter/timer has become available from Global Specialties. The 6010 gives optimum resolution throughout a frequency range of between 0.1Hz to 125MHz, and utilises both conventional and reciprocal techniques. Using three independent channels and nine full size fds, thirteen different measuring functions can be provided including time interval averaging, rise/fall time, and peak voltage. Also featured in the counter/timer are internally pre-selected intervals or external intervals ranging from 10ns to 100ns.

CONTACT: Global Specialties, 210 St. Johns Street, Bedford, MK42 0DH. Tel: 0234 217856.

CHIP COUNT!

This month we highlight more recently received information on transputers:

MORE COLOURFUL

Two more new products have also been announced, the IMS G178 Colour Look Up Table and the IMS B409+408 distributed graphics system, adding to INMOS' expanding portfolio of high-performance graphics products. This already includes the G171 Colour Look Up Table, the industry standard component used in the IBM PS/2 and many IBM compatible personal computers.

The IMS G178 is a high performance graphics device which integrates the functions of a 16 million colour palette, digital to analog converters and a bi-directional microprocessor interface into a single 32 pin package. The high resolution B409+408 distributed graphics system is the latest addition to the INMOS line of transputer modules (TRAMs) and motherboards, and is made up of one IMS B409 display module and as many B408 modules as necessary to provide the desired drawing performance, up to a maximum of 12.

The IMS B408 implements the drawing and image storage functions of a medium to high performance graphics system. When connected to an IMS B409 via the INMOS pixel bus and a suitable monitor, a complete drawing and display system is formed. The integrated graphics system can be used for numerous applications including animation, flight training, medical imaging, and high quality video.

Ray Oliver, Sales and Marketing Director for INMOS, said, "The IMS G178 announcement signals the beginning of the next generation of colour graphics devices. We will continue to integrate more graphics functions on-chip as well as provide the added performance and features requested by our customers."

CONTACT: INMOS International, 1000 Aztec West, Almondsbury, Bristol, BS12 4SQ. Tel: 0454 61661.

WORLD RECORD TRAM

Systems West has released the first of its series of transputer motherboards, TRAMs, which are board-level transputers with a simple, standardised interface. They integrate a processor, memory and peripheral functions, allowing powerful, flexible, transputer-based systems to be produced with minimal design effort. The TM8011 is a 1.05" x 3.66" 16-pin dual-in-line package carrying eight pieces of dram and an Inmos 32-bit transputer. Fitted with a 20 MHz T800, the TM8011 packs one megabyte of memory and 10 mips (million instructions per second) of throughput into roughly 1.5 cubic inches. This is the highest MB.getMIPS density yet achieved by any manufacturer in the world. The module complies with published transputer specifications and is compatible with transputer motherboards from Inmos, Systems West, Levco, and other manufacturers. Up to ten can be installed on a Systems West TRX10 motherboard (or equivalent Inmos B408), putting 100 MIPS and 10 megabytes through one XT/AT slot.

The TRAM is available in two variants. The TM8011 carries a 20 MHz T800-20, with integral floating point unit. The TM4011 has a 20 MHz T414, without a floating point unit. Both have 10 Mips throughput, but the integral floating point unit gives the TM8011 a floating point throughput of 1.5 MegaFLOPS (million floating point operations per second).

The TM8011 trams lists for £1095, the TM4011 at £950. Trade, OEM, and educational discounts are available.

CONTACT: Systems West, Whitefriars Southgate, Lewins Mead, Bristol, BS1 2NT. Tel: 0272 273990.
The computer industry has two shot feet. It keeps coming up with new ideas which are incompatible with whatever has gone before - and the people coming up with the new ideas are incapable of explaining them.

So it is often a matter of pure chance whether one piece of hardware or software works with another. And the unfortunate user finds out only after buying the product.

The latest buzz phrase is SQL, short for Structured Query Language and pronounced "sequel". In the same breath as talking about SQL, people also talk about relational databases. This is because SQL is supposed to be the standard language for relational databases. Of course it's nowhere near that simple, even when you know what relational databases are.

Computer company Oracle recognises the confusion which cripples its industry and organises occasional briefing seminars. These are intended to help journalists understand what they are writing about, and people turn up because Oracle makes a point of not plugging any brand products. The latest was on SQL and relational databases. Some useful background information emerged.

A database is a collection of information like an address list, through which search software can hunt for entries that fit. SQL is a computer language, developed by IBM in 1974, which tells relational database management systems what to do. It bridges the gap between desktop top PCs, minis and mainframe computers, using different database management systems. It lets a central database search out and "serve" selected pieces of data, when called up by different workstations in a computer network.

To work really efficiently, the calling computers should be running under an operating system which allows multitasking, ie handle several different jobs at the same time. The current standard operating system, Microsoft's MS-DOS, does not allow multitasking. It can only do one thing at a time.

Bell Labs in America developed an operating system called UNIX, which allows multitasking and there is a version, called XENIX, which is suitable for use on PC.

But XENIX is incompatible with many networking systems and the computer industry pins its faith on OS/2, a multitasking operating system which Microsoft developed as a long term replacement for MS-DOS. So far the world is still waiting for a finished, bug-free, version of OS/2. But with IBM backing the system for its PS/2 new range of computers, you can be sure that OS/2 will eventually happen. That's when SQL and relational databases will really take off. And this explains why so many computer software companies are now claiming that their databases are relational and run under SQL. If only it were all that simple.

No-one seems quite sure how to define what exactly makes a database relational. The concepts are too esoteric to grasp. Ted Codd left IBM, became the guru of relational databases and drafted twelve rules which were supposed to settle the argument once and for all. Many people find the rules muddled, so Codd is reputedly working on a new set, which will run to around two hundred. Whether this simplifies the already confused argument over concepts, remains to be seen.

There are another twelve rules, written by another ex-IBM researcher, Chris Date, which define the difference between a database which serves whole files (a file server) and selected information (a database server) to network stations in a "distributed database". Codd and Date have now teamed up to offer a consultancy service for people who are thoroughly confused by their databases.

Oracle claims to have produced the first commercially available SQL-based relational system, in 1979. Others, including IBM, followed. SQL is now accepted as the industry standard. But the computer industry does not treat standards like any other industry. There are what the industry tactfully describes as different "dialects" of SQL. Different software houses have made different enhancements to SQL, which means that there is no guaranteed compatibility between different databases.

A rock solid SQL standard is at least two years away. And even a rock solid SQL standard won't solve all the problems, because programmes will seldom run on all computers, eg dBase IV won't run on a VAX, and there is physical incompatibility between different networking systems.

The best we can hope for is that there will be reasonable compatibility in the future between systems running on MS-DOS and OS/2.

Continued on page 47
When was the last time you saw a vacuum valve? Chances are that of recent years you've probably seen very few and, with the rare exception, seldom seen circuits using them published in the hobbyist electronics press. Heated vacuum valves have been largely ousted by solid state devices. Valves are now used in only a handful of specialist applications, such as in high power radio transmitters, electron microscopes, as display tubes for TVs and scopes, and, of course, for pleasing those audio enthusiasts who believe that valve amplifiers can produce a far more pleasing sound.

It may surprise you, then, to learn that valves may well make a come back and soon compete with solid state devices. A number of scientists in groups around the world are actively researching into a new concept in the field of valve technology. For example, there is one such team at GEC's main research laboratory in London. Led by Dr Rosemary Lee, this team is taking advantage of the recent rapid developments in silicon processing techniques to produce valves that are comparable in size to semiconductors. Indeed, GEC's team believe that it is quite feasible to expect the introduction of devices having one million valves on a single square centimetre of silicon.

Normal thermionic valves have three main elements - cathode, anode and a heater, all enclosed in an evacuated glass envelope. The new generation of valves will differ greatly. Whereas thermionic valves only emit electrons when the cathode is heated, the new valves work on the field emission principle. In other words, they are cold cathode devices from which electrons can be literally dragged from the cathode surface by a suitable electrical potential. One advantage is that there is no warm up time; another is that the devices can yield much greater current densities, so allowing higher operating frequencies and faster switching.

Currently, GEC's experimental devices are fabricated onto a 16-pin dil package and then, for experimental purposes, installed in a large vacuum chamber. This comprises a large stainless steel sphere with observation ports and a variety of probes connecting the chip to an external control panel. In commercial production, numerous elements will be vacuum assembled and sealed within their device package.

One problem GEC are attempting to resolve is that of surface contamination which affects the field's emission characteristics. With the test device in the vacuum chamber, a scanning electron microscope is used to examine the cathode surface. This enables visual records to be made of any breakdown in the electrodes and to relate the results against known timing factors.

There is much more research to be carried out before the new valves will become commercially available, but it is expected that they will ultimately find many applications. They could perhaps replace almost any hot-cathode electron source for which thermionic valves are normally used. They could also have great potential for use as flat TV displays, and since they are capable of operating in high temperature environments, they could even be used for monitoring conditions within jet engines.

They appear to be yet another revolutionary device that will have an impact on the 1990's.
**BBC Computer & Econet Referall Centre**

**AM120**
- BSC MASTER EMU £315 (a)
- AM120 BSC MASTER EMU £315 (a)
- AM15 Toshiba BSC-965 Expansion Module £95 (a)
- A007 2 Way Panel £10 (d)
- Advanced Ref Manual F5.25 (d)
- A019 £15 (b)
- A022 Ref Manual Part 1 £14 (d)
- BlackBerry £10 (d)
- BBC Master Disk Cover £4.75 (a)

**BBC MASTER COMPACT**
- A 120 is an integral part of our 120 disc systems with each Compact System: IBM 120K Drive and attached software £95 (a)
- System 1 System 1 with a 12" 4 Head Monitor £95 (a)
- System 2 System 1 with a 14" Mod Ref Monitor £95 (a)
- Second Disc £95 (a)
- Extension Cab £95 (a)

**Available. Please phone for details and prices.**

**METRO Version III**
- The only package available and compatible with all BBC models. Please phone for comprehensive leaflet £145 (a)

We stock the full range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide range of other peripherals for the BBC. For detailed specifications please send for our leaflet.

**DISC DRIVES**
- Industry standard floppy discs with a lifetime guarantee. Discs in packs of 10
  - 5.25" Discs £114 (b)
  - 3.5" Discs £20.00 (d)

**FLOPPICLONE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT**
- Floppicleone Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs ensures continued optimum performance of the drive.
  - 3.5" £14.00 (d)

**COMPUTER ACCESSORIES**
- Serial Cable £8.50 (d)
  - Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (d)

**MONITORS**
- MONOCROME TAXAM 1122/1128 £179 (a)
- TXAM 1122/1128 £179 (a)
- TXAM 1122/1128 £179 (a)
- TXAM 1122/1128 £179 (a)

**RESALE DISCS**
- 3.5" £14.00 (d)
  - 5.25" £22.50 (d)
  - 5.25" £22.50 (d)

**SIDE CARDS**
- Single Disc £1.00 (a)
- 10 Disc Library £8.00 (d)

**EPSON**
- L0000 V14/12 Professional £239 (a)
- FX800 £249 (a)
- FX800 £249 (a)

**PRINTERS & PLOTTERS**
- Optional Printer Foot £9.50 (d)
- Optional Power Supply £12.00 (a)

**VECTRA V14 ADDRESS**

**CONNECTORS SYSTEMS**

**SOFTLY**
- The new chip is an integrated 16 pin programmable processor which can be configured to fit the users needs easily and is compatible with the new BBCerry.

**TEXTOFL ZIP**

**PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS MARCH 1989**

**TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764**

**REPLACEMENT PARTS**
- REF Manual Part I £10 (b)
- Rom Cartridge £13 (b)
- Ref Manual Part II £14 (d)

**MISC CONNS**
- 10 Disc Library £9.50 (d)
- 10 Disc Library £9.50 (d)
- 10 Disc Library £9.50 (d)

**3M FLOPPY DISCS**
- The full range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide range of other peripherals for the BBC. For detailed specifications please send for our leaflet.

**MODENS**

**USB CONNECTORS**

**FLOPPICLONE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT**

**PLUGGABLE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT**

** mônitors**

**VECTRA V14 ADDRESS**

**CONNECTORS SYSTEMS**

**SOFTLY**

**TEXTOFL ZIP**

**PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS MARCH 1989**

**TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764**

**REPLACEMENT PARTS**
- REF Manual Part I £10 (b)
- Rom Cartridge £13 (b)
- Ref Manual Part II £14 (d)

**MISC CONNS**
- 10 Disc Library £9.50 (d)
- 10 Disc Library £9.50 (d)
- 10 Disc Library £9.50 (d)
Special offer to PE readers only - 10% off on all TTLs and CMOS
Any serious photographer knows that for given film speeds and lighting conditions, correct exposures can only result from the precise setting of the relationship between shutter speed and aperture. The latter can be finely adjusted, but only if you know the exact speed of the shutter.

There have been countless articles describing items of electronic test equipment, but the vast majority of these have been for equipment to test electronic components or circuits. In industry electronic test gear is used to check just about anything and everything, and it is not restricted to such instruments as multimeters, oscilloscopes, capacitance meters, and other devices for purely electronic testing. Many of these specialised types of test equipment are so specialised as to be of no practical interest whatever to the home constructor. However, there are a few devices in this field which make interesting and useful projects. This includes the unit featured here, which is a shutter timer that can be used to check the timing accuracy of camera shutters.

The unit has a three digit led display with an overflow indicator. It has two measuring ranges of 0 to 99.9ms and 0 to 999ms. Most cameras have shutter times from about 1/15th to 1/500th of a second, and are fully catered for by these ranges. Some up-market cameras have a very wide range of shutter speeds, and the unit might not cater for all of these. In particular, a few cameras now have very long maximum manual speeds – some four seconds in the case of my Pentax LX cameras for instance. Obviously the unit will enable most of the speeds to be checked on cameras of this type, and even the slow speeds can be checked quite well by counting off the whole seconds and then using the "overflowed" timer to indicate the fraction of a second to the nearest millisecond.

Fig.1. The shutter timer block diagram
SYSTEM OPERATION

There are various ways of obtaining the desired action from a unit of this type, but they boil down to what are really just two basic approaches. Either the shutter can be used to produce a gate signal for a conventional digital timer circuit, or the shutter can operate directly as the gate of a conventional digital timer circuit. No doubt either method can be made to work well, but the second method is the more simple, and is the one adopted for this unit. The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement used in the shutter timer project.

The unit really consists of two separate circuits: one to generate infra-red pulses and one to count them. The pulse generator circuit is based on a 4MHz crystal oscillator, and this feeds into a divider chain. A divide by four circuit followed by divide by ten stages gives an overall division rate of 4000, and a final output frequency of 1kHz. This provides the 0 to 999ms range, and that the pulses are at a frequency of 1kHz, one pulse will be received and counted for each millisecond that the shutter is open, and the required timing action is required. With the pulse frequency at 10kHz there is one pulse received and counted every 0.1ms, reducing the maximum count to 99.9ms but giving ten times the timing resolution.

OPEN AND SHUT

As pointed out previously, there can be problems in obtaining accurate results at fast shutter speeds, and these need to be understood if this unit is to be used to good effect. In order to understand these problems you need to be familiar with the basic manner in which camera shutters function. These days few cameras have "leaf" shutters, which are actually in the lens and are a form of iris mechanism. These usually have a top speed of 1/500th of a second, or as little as 1/125th of a second for the large shutters (as used on "long" 5 x 4 camera lenses etc.). Accurately measuring the fastest speeds on this type of shutter is not usually difficult.

Most modern, small cameras, plus a few larger types, have focal plane shutters. As the name implies, these are at the plane of focus, or to be more precise, just in front of it (just in front of the film in other words). This type of shutter utilizes a twin curtain arrangement. When the shutter is activated, the first curtain is drawn across and opens the shutter. After the appropriate time has elapsed the second curtain moves across and closes the shutter. The two curtains are then drawn back across to their original positions when the shutter is cocked.

This explanation of a focal plane shutter is idealised in that the curtains take a relatively long time to fully open and close the shutter. As a result of this, at fast shutter speeds the second curtain starts to close the shutter before the first one has fully opened it. In effect, a narrow opening is moved across in front of the film, and the faster the shutter speed, the narrower the slit becomes. The result is that at very fast shutter speeds the slit might be no more than a few millimeters across. This may seem to be a rather crude way of doing things, but it seems to be the best modern technology can offer at a reasonable price, and for most purposes it works well enough. The maximum flash synchronisation speeds of most cameras are quite low, at typically about 1/30th of a second to 1/125th of a second. The reason for this is that at higher speeds the shutter is never fully open, and only part of the film will be exposed when the flash fires. You can judge from these low flash synchronisation speeds just how narrow the slit needs to be at a shutter speed of around 1/100th of a second.

This may all seem to be of academic importance when testing shutter speeds, but it is in fact a crucial factor. If the led used as the source of the infra-red pulses is a standard type, and the detector device has a similar diameter, this means that the effective width of the infra-red beam might not be very much different to the width of the slit provided by the shutter at its fastest speeds. Take an extreme example: where the width of the beam is equal to the 36 millimetre width of the frame. The system can be set up so that the counter only functions when the shutter is fully open, or it can be set up so that the slit obtained on high shutter speeds lets through sufficient infra-red to activate the system. Either way the results are invalid. With the first method the shutter is never fully open on high shutter speeds, and so the counter would not operate at all on these speeds. With the second method the counter would operate for the time taken for the slit to travel from one side of its run to the other. This would give measured times that were greatly elongated.

It is this second method that has to be adopted, but the narrower beam provided by the led helps to minimise the "smearing" of the gated signal. Even so, the error on
SHUTTER TIMER

Fig. 3. The counter circuit diagram.

Shutter speeds of around 1/1000th of a second can be something approaching 100%! Ideally the infra-red beam would be infinitely narrow, but this is obviously not achievable in practice. However, the system has been made far more sensitive than the minimum requirement, and this makes it possible to mask the photo-diode down to the point where the beam is effectively just a very narrow slit, only about a millimetre wide. This gives greatly improved accuracy on the higher shutter speeds.

CIRCUIT OPERATION

The circuit diagram for the pulse generator section of the unit appears in Fig. 2 - the circuit is shown separately in Fig. 3.

TR1 operates as a conventional crystal oscillator. There is no means of trimming the operating frequency of the circuit to precisely 4MHz, but the error should be so small as to be of no significance on a three digit instrument. IC1 is the divide by four stages are utilised. IC2 to IC4 are the divide by four counter. In this circuit only the first two digit instrument. IC1 is the divide by four counter. In this circuit only the first two

couples it through to the input of the buffer amplifier. This is a simple common emitter switch based on TR2. R4 sets the led current at about 20 to 25 milliamps, but as the led is switched off for 50% of the time the average led current is only about 11 or 12 milliamps. D1 is the infra-red led, and it is a standard device as used in remote control applications. Although leds of this type are usually operated at currents of around 50 to 100 milliamps, long range is obviously not important in the current application, and a much lower led current is perfectly adequate.

D3 is the infra-red detector diode, and it operates in the reverse biased mode with R28 as its load resistor. The output from D3 is likely to be quite low in amplitude, and two stages of amplification provided by TR3 and TR4 boost the signal to a level where it can drive the trigger circuit reliably. The trigger circuit is a standard operational amplifier non-inverting type with a substantial amount of hysteresis provided by R37.

The counter has three identical stages based on IC5 to IC7. These are cmos 4026BE decade counters which have built-in seven segment decoders and led drivers. The displays are driven via current limiting resistors R5 to R25. Any reasonably efficient seven segment led displays should be suitable, except that they must be common cathode types (not common anode displays). C4 and R26 provide a reset pulse at switch-on, and S3 can be used to manually reset the counter. S3b switches on the decimal point of display 2 when the unit is set to the 99.9ms range. Overflow indication is provided by IC8, which is a dual "D" type flip/flop. In this circuit only one section of this device is used, and it is wired as a basic set/reset flip/flop. It is activated from the "carry" output of the most significant counter (IC5) and it is reset when S3 is operated. On the prototype I used the decimal point of the most significant display (display 1) as overflow indicator led D2, but obviously a panel led could easily be wired in here if preferred.

The current consumption of the unit is inevitably quite high due to the use of the led display. The exact consumption is largely dependent on the number of display segments that are switched on, but it is unlikely to be much under 100 milliamps on average. The unit must be powered from a high capacity 9 volt battery such as a PP9 type or six HP7 size cells in a plastic holder.

CONSTRUCTION

With the only exceptions of the battery, infra-red led D1, and the controls, all the components fit onto the printed circuit board. Details of the board are provided in Fig. 4.
The first point to note is that all nine integrated circuits are mos input types, and that they consequently require the standard anti-static handling precautions to be observed. In particular, they should all be fitted in sockets, and should not be fitted into the sockets until construction of the unit is in all other respects finished. When fitting the integrated circuits handle them as little as possible (especially their pins) and keep away from any obvious sources for static electricity. Note that the two rows of integrated circuits have the opposite orientation to one another.

I would also recommend that the three displays should be fitted in sockets. Suitable sockets do not seem to be available, but it should not be too difficult to improvise something. Soldercon pins offer one possible solution to the problem. The alternative method I use is to cut a 14 pin dil ic holder into two seven way sil strips, and to then remove the end pins of each strip. This gives two 5 pin sil holders which will readily fit onto the board, and into which a display will plug without difficulty. Apart from the fact that some leds are easily damaged by heat when soldering, the use of holders helps to raise the displays so that they are clear of all the other components on the board. This is important, as it will otherwise be impossible to mount the board in such a way that the displays are immediately behind the display window cut in the front panel of the case. The printed circuit board is suitable for standard 0.5 and 0.56 inch common cathode led displays, but other sizes might be unsuitable. In particular, the standard 0.3 inch displays have a totally different pinout arrangement and are unusable with this board design.

There should be no difficulty in fitting the crystal onto the board provided it is a miniature wire-ended type. I would advise against the use of any other type. Similarly, the three polyester capacitors should fit into place easily provided they are miniature (7.5 millimetre pitch) printed circuit mounting types, and the use of alternatives is not recommended. D3 is mounted with its sensitive surface (the large surface opposite the one which carries the type number and other markings) facing towards the nearby edge of the board. It is then bent over at right angles so that the sensitive surface is facing upwards. D1 is mounted off-board, and is connected to the board via a twin cable about half a metre or so in length. One way of doing this is to simply drill a small entrance hole for this cable in the front panel, thread the cable through the hole, and then connect it to the board. It is probably worth the small additional expense of making these connections via (say) a 3.5 millimetre jack plug and a matching socket mounted on the front panel. Be careful not to get the connections to D1 swapped over somewhere along the line. It is unlikely that this would result in any damage to the components, but obviously the unit would fail to work until the error was rectified.

Be careful not to overlook any of the link wires. There are eight of them (seven above the counter chips and one just to the left of display 1). At this stage printed circuit pins are fitted to the board at the points where connections to the off-board components will eventually be made.

A case about 205 by 140 by 75 millimetres was used for the prototype, but this is somewhat larger than is absolutely necessary. The printed circuit board is bolted in place behind the front panel, or fitted on stand-offs. Either way it must be spaced off the front panel by a sufficient amount to hold the displays just clear of the front panel. A rectangular display window must be cut in the front panel at the appropriate position, and this can be done using a fret-saw or coping saw. A piece of red window material is glued in place behind the cutout, taking care not to smear any of the adhesive over the window material. A narrow slit must be cut in the
front panel just in front of D3. Rather than cutting a narrow slit in the panel, it might be easier to drill a large hole and then mask this off on the rear side of the panel using pieces of thin opaque material (card, plastic, etc.). Using a temporary adhesive (such as Bostick or Blue-Tack) you can then experiment with various apertures in an attempt to find one that gives a good compromise between sensitivity and accuracy. Having found the optimum width the two pieces of opaque material can then be permanently glued in position.

The three controls are mounted at any convenient places on the front panel, and then they are wired to the printed circuit board. This wiring is shown in Fig. 5, which should be used in conjunction with Fig. 4.

---

**Fig. 5.** Control wiring.

**IN USE**

When the unit is switched on the display should read “000”, and aiming D1 at D3 should result in the counter operating at the appropriate rate. If the counter fails to operate properly, switch off at once and recheck the wiring.

Assuming all is well, aim D1 away from D3 and reset the counter using S3. Setting up the system with the camera and D1 in the right position will probably take a little ingenuity. With cameras that have removable lenses it is generally easier if the lens is removed. There is then no need to bother about adjusting the setup to avoid any dispersion of the infra-red beam that could prevent the unit from functioning properly. If the unit must be used with the lens in place, use it on maximum aperture and make sure D3 is reasonably close to the film plane. There should then be no difficulty in obtaining good results with any reasonably short focal length lens fitted to the camera. If the camera has a removable back it is a good idea to unclip this as well. With any camera try to avoid touching any part of the shutter mechanism, which is almost certain to be very delicate. Seriously damaging the shutter of some cameras can result in a repair bill for an amount greater than the value of the camera!

The camera might need to be placed on something in order to bring it to a suitable height so that its shutter is immediately in front of D3. A few magazines or a book might suffice. D1 can be held in position manually, but it is much easier if it can be clipped in place. It would probably not be too difficult to make up a simple mechanical arm to hold it in place, but I just used a “helping hands” tool which was to hand. Everything must be set up so that the counter operates reliably when the camera’s shutter is open, and the “T” or “B” setting of the shutter timer should clearly show up any fault of this type.

When everything is ready, reset the counter using S3, and operate the camera’s shutter. Where possible the 99.9ms range should be used as this provides much better resolution and accuracy than the 999ms range. Camera shutters do not seem to be consistent with each other, and will have speeds that are normally in the form of fractions of a second. The table of marked speeds versus equivalent times in milliseconds should be helpful when using the unit.

---

**Equivalent shutter speeds.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marked Speed (s)</th>
<th>Equivalent Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/15</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/30</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/60</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/125</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/250</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Components**

**Resistors**

- R1 470k
- R2, R3 2k2 (2 off)
- R4 270R
- R5-R25, R27 390R (22 off)
- R26, R36 10k (2 off)
- R28 1k
- R29 1M
- R30, R34 4k7 (2 off)
- R31 820R
- R32 470R
- R33 1M8
- R35 220R
- R37-R39 47k (3 off)
- R40 1k
- All resistors 1/4W 5%

**Capacitors**

- C1, C5 100μF 10V radial elect (2 off)
- C2, C3 33p polyester (2 off)
- C4, C6, C7 100n polyester 7.5mm pitch (3 off)
- C8 470μF 10V radial elect

**Semiconductors**

- IC1 4024BE
- IC2-IC4 4017BE (3 off)
- IC5-IC7 4026BE (3 off)
- IC8 4013BE
- IC9 CA314OE
- TR1-TR4 BC549 (4 off)
- D1 TIL38
- D2 red led (see text)
- D3 TIL100
- Display 1, 2, 3 0.5 or 0.56 inch common cathode led (3 off)

**Miscellaneous**

- S1 dpdt miniature toggle
- S2 spst miniature toggle
- S3 push to make, release to break
- B1 9 volt (ie, 6 x HP7 in plastic holder)
- X1 4MHz HC-49/U crystal

Printed circuit board, 8-pin dillie holder, 14-pin dillie holder (5 off), 16-pin dillie holder (6 off), red display window material, case about 205 x 140 x 75mm, printed circuit pins, wire, solder, etc.

Quite large margins of error are not necessarily indicative of a faulty shutter. Most shutters are not designed for a very high degree of accuracy, and do not have to be. A 10 to 20% error will not have a very large effect on the exposure, bearing in mind that an increase of one stop requires the shutter time to be increased by 100%. A common problem with purely mechanical shutters is a slowing up with age (I know how they feel). The shutter timer should clearly show up any fault of this type.

Another problem which is common on badly worn shutters is inconsistent timing. Taking a number of timings at each shutter speed should again show up any problem of this type.
**1989 CATALOGUE**

**100 BIG pages of components and equipment**

**Low, low prices**

**Fast "by return" service**

**28 pages of Surplus Bargains**

**Only £1 — send for yours now!**

---

**SOLDER SPECIAL!!**

- **15V 240V ac/air soldering iron**
- **High power desolder pump**
- **Large tube screw driver**

**ALL FOR £7.95**

---

**KEYBOARDS**

- **Z8852 Keyboard**
  - Superb brand new keyboard 300x181 with LCD display. A line of 10 characters & a further line with various symbols. 100 keys, contains numeric keypad. Chips on board are 2x74HC30, 85C48.
  - £15.00

- **Z8846 Alphanumeric plus separate numeric keyboard 104 keys plus 11 chips. 442x175mm.**
  - £12.00

- **Z4116 24 way (6 x 3) membrane keyboard. Large (200 x 90mm) area — they were used in a teaching aid. Very lightweight and plinth supplied.**
  - £3.00

- **Z8100 KEYBOARD Really smart alpha numeric, standard qwerty keyboard with separate numeric keypad, from ICL’s ‘One Per Desk’. Nicely laid out keys with gold tactile feel. Not encoded - matrix output from PCB taken to 20 way ribbon cable. Made by Alps. Size 333x150mm £7.95**

---

**GREEN SCREEN-HI-RES 12in Monitor CHASSIS**

- Complete and complete except for case, the super high definition (1000 lines at centre) makes this monitor ideal for computer applications. Operates from 12V dc at 1.1A. Includes complete wiring diagram and 2 pots for brilliance/contrast, plus connecting instructions. Basic signals consist of 200 lines, plus microswitches, control panel, etc. £9.95 +94c Carr.

---

**JOYSTICKS**

- **Z8815 Dragon Joystick**
  - Made by Dragon Data. Hand-held with fire button. 2 limb lead with 5 pin DHI plug. Use 2 x 10p cards.

- **Z815 BBC Joystick. Internal resistors give the required voltage levels. 2 x for buttons. Rubber suction feet. 120 x 110 x 55.**

---

**NOTICE TO RETAILERS**

Greenweld Electronics Ltd. have been appointed Official Wholesalers of Verobloc, Veroboard, Easiwire and Accessories by Verob. We will be only too happy to supply you direct with the minimum requirements at Trade Price. Ring, write or fax us for full information and prices.
THE DREAMer
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PARTS SET WITH WHITE CASE £11.80 + VAT

What more can we say', set costs about a third of the price of the individual components and even the pans for the tester. According to one customer, the designer to build this unique protect The set includes a roller

We can supply a matched set of pans. fully approved by the application, some of the suggested experiments were outrageous' that was comparable with Metter than7I commercial products. It appeared as a constructional protect in ETI At last, an ioniser putting an end to insomnia. Although some of the claims may be exaggerated there is no doubt that ionised air is much cleaner

From curing hay fever and asthma to improving concentration and

The approved parts set consists of PCB, all components, control, Breadboard, scope, lamp, batteries, fuse, mains power supply, isolated test, etc., and full instructions.

MISTRAL AIR IONISER

The best ioniser design yet - this one has variable ion drive, built-in ion counter and multi-power output to drive five separate emitters. For the technically minded, it has nine main drive stages, five secondary drives, and a four section booster to give an output capability of almost fifteen million ions every minute. For extra emitters, this increase can be still further still.

The complete parts set includes PCB, ion emitter, components and instructions.

PANSET £24.80 + VAT

The parts set includes projects circuit boards, 100 grade components, all control, lamps, hardware, a multi-point phosphor-bronze emitter and full instructions. Some parts are available separately, please send SAE for kits, or SAE + £1 for fees, circuit and desktop design and further information (free with parts set).

PREPARED MIST

An almost silent piezo-electric fan, made operational by the inventor and put almost any fan away from the old and into the room. Increases the effectiveness of any ioniser by five times!

PARTS SET £19.80 + VAT

Ar事故发生器 parts include PCB, ion emitter, components and instructions.

IPA BOARD CLEANER

Essential for removing grease and flux from the Mistral PCB to achieve peak performance. Applicator brush included.

IOM FAN

£9.80 + VAT

An almost silent piezo-electric fan, made operational by the inventor and put almost any fan away from the old and into the room. Increases the effectiveness of any ioniser by five times!

PARTS SET £19.80 + VAT

Ar事故发生器 parts include PCB, ion emitter, components and instructions.

IPA BOARD CLEANER

Essential for removing grease and flux from the Mistral PCB to achieve peak performance. Applicator brush included. £9.80 + VAT

IOM FAN

An almost silent piezo-electric fan, made operational by the inventor and put almost any fan away from the old and into the room. Increases the effectiveness of any ioniser by five times!
One important aspect of an opamp's specification is whether or not it is unity gain stable. Unity gain stable means that the opamp will not oscillate when 100% negative feedback is applied, i.e., when the inverting input is connected directly to the output. Some opamps are only rated to be stable with a certain minimum gain, and if they are used at a lower gain, they will oscillate at a frequency determined by the internal phase shifts of the device.

These phase shifts are caused by stray capacitance in each of the stages of the opamp. A major cause is the collector/base capacitance of transistors providing voltage gain. If only one stage had caused significant phase shift, then there would be no problem, but the phase shifts of several stages can add to give sufficient phase shift to cause oscillation (180° when using negative feedback).

Obviously gain roll-offs are associated with the phase shifts. If the phase shifts with their corresponding gain reductions take effect at different frequencies, then oscillation is unlikely. Therefore, a means of preventing oscillation which is often employed to make opamps unity gain stable, is to impose a deliberate rolloff at a frequency below that at which the unintended phase shift becomes serious. This lowers the overall gain of the device at the higher frequencies at which oscillation could otherwise take place, and it is this deliberate rolloff which gives rise to the almost constant 90° phase shift which most opamps exhibit over a significant frequency range.

**FEEDBACK PHASE**

It is not immediately intuitively obvious how it is that the output of an opamp used with negative feedback is apparently in phase with the input signal, rather than lagging by 90° as the phase/gain plot might suggest. To understand the reason for this, we must remember that the gain of the opamp is finite and that the output voltage is equal to the voltage between inverting and non-inverting input terminals multiplied by the gain and phase response of the device. All that would be necessary to make the output waveform in phase with the input waveform, if the amplifier had 90° phase shift at the frequency in question, would be a very small resultant quadrature signal between the inverting and non-inverting inputs.

In practice, because of the finite gain, the output waveform lags the input by a small amount. This phase lag is normally insignificant, but in some applications it can cause problems. And yes, the error signal really is more or less in quadrature. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 135.

Another effect associated with phase shift in opamps is the time delay between input and output signals. Timing delay is distinctly from phase shift, though it manifests itself as a specific phase shift at any specific frequency. The way to measure time delay would be to apply a square wave to the input of the opamp and measure the time between edges on the input and the output.

**TONE SHAPING**

Not all audio circuits require that the opamp should be unity gain stable, but the circuit of Fig. 136 would oscillate at certain settings if the opamp were not unity gain stable. This is a fairly conventional Baxandall tone control circuit. This circuit is so widely used, and so well known, that I don't think I have seen its operation described.

The circuit can be considered as two halves. At high frequencies the impedance of C2 and C3 is very low, so that VR2 is effectively shorted out, and its position does not matter. VR1, on the other hand, is not shorted out, and is connected to the opamp via C1, whose impedance is relatively low at frequencies in excess of 10kHz. At such high frequencies, the effective circuit works like the simple gain controlled circuit shown in the inset.

At medium frequencies the impedance of C1 is much higher than that of R3, so that the position of VR1 has little effect. VR2, however, is still effectively shorted out because the values of C2 and C3 are much higher than that of C1, so VR2 doesn't do very much either. At mid frequencies the circuit works as a unity gain inverter.

At low frequencies VR1 is still unable to affect anything, while the increased impedance of C2 and C3 below, say 300Hz, allows VR2 to affect the gain. At low
frequencies, the circuits works once again like the circuit shown in the inset.

Another useful audio frequency shaping circuit is the high pass or low pass filter. There are many configurations available, but one of the most common ones is shown in Fig. 137. This circuit is for a cvcv (voltage controlled voltage source), high pass filter. If $C_1 = C_2$ and $R_2 = 2 \times R_1$, then the response is as sharp as it can be with this configuration, without actually having an overshoot. This would be described as maximum flat. Raising the value of $R_2$ relative to $R_1$ would introduce a peak at the turnover frequency.

The circuit shown here has a voltage gain, and as far as this aspect of the circuit is concerned, it is just the same as Fig. 135. All that is required to make the circuit work is a unity voltage gain at a low impedance to drive the right hand end of $R_1$. Therefore, if the circuit is required to provide voltage gain, the value of $R_3$ in parallel with $R_4$ should be much less than the value of $R_1$. In many applications, voltage gain is not required, in which case $R_3$ would be omitted and $R_4$ replaced by a direct connection.

This circuit as it stands can be used for frequency response shaping, communications, or to filter out rumble or subsonics when using a conventional pickup and turntable.

The low pass equivalent of this filter is shown in Fig. 138. In this circuit, capacitive reactance has been replaced by capacitive reactance. Therefore, to obtain the maximally flat response, $C_1 = 2 \times C_2$, because doubling the value of a capacitor halves its reactance. The gain is of course given by the same formula, and interestingly enough the formula for frequency response is the same for either circuit.

A simple way to obtain a slightly sharper cutoff in either of these circuits is to design the active filter to produce a slight peak in the response, at the cutoff frequency, and to precede the active filter with an $r/c$ passive filter chosen to just cancel the peak. The rolloff will then be somewhat sharper, and this can be valuable in filtering out subsonic noise from a record turntable without spoiling the music.

**BALANCING ACT**

In professional audio applications, when signals have to be sent over long distance, balanced rather than single-ended line drivers and receivers are used. The advantage of this is that any interference picked up is likely to be common mode, while the signal is differential mode. If the circuit at the receiving end is designed to respond to differential mode signals, but to reject common mode ones, then interference can be rejected. Done properly, this can reduce both mains hum and the awful buzzing noise generated by triac controlled lights.

A simple circuit to generate a balanced output is shown in Fig. 139. This employs an inverting buffer, followed by a unity gain inverter, to provide the differential drive. Output resistors are included to give approximate matching to the line. This circuit is quite acceptable in many applications, but in some cases the extra time delay imposed by the inverter will lower the effectiveness of the system. Fig. 140 shows a circuit which gets around this problem, by using an extra opamp as a non-inverting buffer to equalise the time delays.

Receivers are almost always more difficult to design than transmitters, and line receivers are no exception to this rule. The obvious design is a circuit like that of Fig. 141, but with equal resistors throughout. A moment's thought shows that this is not good enough, because the input impedance to the non-inverting input is $R_3+R_4$, while the input impedance to the inverting input is apparently $R_1$.

The next most obvious idea is to make $R_1$ and $R_2$ twice the value of $R_3$ and $R_4$. This is nearer to giving equal impedance on both inputs, but it is not correct if equal and opposite signals are applied to the two inputs, A and B. Following the reasoning through, the signal amplitude at point C is half that at point B. The action of the opamp with its negative feedback is to make the inverting input track the non-inverting input, so that the waveform at point D is similar to that at point C.

The effective input impedance under these conditions is the impedance to the point on the input resistor at which the signal amplitude is zero. This is illustrated in Fig. 141 by the way that R1 is drawn in two parts. At point E, the junction of the two resistors, the signal from point D and the input signal from point A cancel. Under these conditions point E is effectively at earth potential, and the input impedance seen at point A is the same as if the right hand end of the 24k resistor were connected to OV. This circuit exhibits a 48k input impedance across the lines, but only when the signals on points A and B are equal in amplitude and opposite in phase. Input B always has an input impedance of 24k, but
input A has an effective impedance of 24k if the circuit is used in true differential mode, and 36k if no signal is applied to input B.

There is another aspect of the performance of this circuit which is not ideal. Though, in theory, it rejects all common mode signals, two things reduce the effectiveness of this function of the circuit. First of all, the effective input impedance of input A to a common mode signal is quite different from the impedance of input B. Secondly and more seriously, common mode signals are only rejected to the extent to which the gains of the two inputs are matched.

If we assume for a moment that the line is of negligible impedance, so that the total resistance in series with the inputs of the opamp is that shown on the circuit diagram, then the gains from each input are as follows:

From input A, gain = \( \frac{R_4}{R_4 + R_3} \times \frac{R_1 + R_2}{R_1} \)

From input B, gain = \(-\frac{R_2}{R_1}\).

If the ratios of \( R_1 \) to \( R_2 \) and \( R_3 \) to \( R_4 \) are not identical, then the gain from each input is different. This means that common mode input signals do not cancel, and there is a common mode gain equal to the difference in the two gain figures. The common mode rejection is equal to this net figure divided by the differential mode gain.

Using practical resistor tolerances, such a circuit may achieve a low frequency common mode rejection of -30dB, though the figure quoted for the opamp itself may be around 100dB. At higher frequencies stray capacitances and imperfections in the opamp will reduce the rejection still further.

The circuit of Fig. 142 gets around this slightly insanitary situation by buffering each input in a circuit which may have a high differential gain, but only has a common mode gain of 1. Thus, if an input differential gain of 10 is used, the overall common mode rejection of the circuit is improved by approximately 10dB. The matching of \( R_1 \) and \( R_3 \) is not critical to achieving the common mode rejection, though the differential gain relative to each input will be slightly different if the resistor values are different.

In addition, the input impedance on each input is set by the input resistors \( R_4 \) and \( R_5 \). Also because the differential amplifier is buffered from the lines, its matching is likely to be better, and this can be improved further at high frequencies by adding trimming capacitors in parallel with \( R_8 \) and \( R_9 \).

An elaboration of this principle which I have seen suggested recently uses an extra opamp to give a common mode gain of less than 1 in the input stage Fig. 143. Common mode signals on the output are amplified and fed back to the inverting inputs of the input amplifiers to cancel the common mode signal. The extent to which this is possible is determined by the gain of IC3, set by \( R_5 \) and \( R_6 \).

Almost perfect cancellation could be achieved if \( R_5 \) were omitted, and the inverting input of IC3 grounded, but it is possible that the imposition of this gain in the feedback loop could cause oscillation. C1 and C2 are included to reduce this likelihood and to trim the high frequency performance. This is a circuit which may be worth experimenting with in situations where the best possible common mode rejection is needed.

AMPLIFIERS

One common application of opamps is in audio amplifiers. In some designs an opamp is used inside the main feedback loop of an amplifier to give a lot of the voltage gain, and to reduce dc offsets on the output of the amplifier. This can be a very effective technique, but unless care and discretion is applied in choosing and using the opamp, the results can be less than hifi.

One of the problems is illustrated in Fig. 144. An opamp which may perhaps be unity gain stable is used in a circuit with extra gain and phase shift in the loop. If too much negative feedback is applied then the opamp may, in effect, be being asked to be not just unity gain stable, but negative gain plus extra phase shift stable. It can't be, of course, and oscillates under these conditions.
circumstances. To keep the circuit stable, the feedback attenuation must more than counteract the output stage gain. In addition, phase compensation may be needed so that it will be the straight and narrow.

An example of an opamp based power amplifier is shown in Fig. 145. The gain of the output stage is set by the feedback resistors R10, R11, R12, and R13. The voltage gain, set by the ratio of these pairs of resistors, is approximately 2. Clearly the value of these feedback resistors must be chosen so that the current through the feedback resistor is a significant proportion of the total feedback in the chain. Or, to put it another way, the emitter currents of Q2 and Q3 must not be the major component of the current in R11 and R12 respectively.

The overall negative feedback in this circuit is frequency dependent. There is 100% feedback at dc, courtesy of C2. At medium frequencies, the feedback is set by the ratio of R3 and R7, while at ultrasonic frequencies the impedance of C4 becomes low enough that the overall negative feedback is increased. At higher frequencies still, C3 has the effect of reducing the local gain at the opamp. The values shown here may not be exactly what experiment would show was required, but they are along the right lines to keep the amplifier stable. Note also that the limited voltage gain in the output stage not only keeps the loop gain under control, but also minimises phase shift in the output stage. This circuit would probably not work exactly as drawn, and in any event it has no output overload protection. It would however form a very suitable first step towards designing an amplifier which could provide twice as much voltage swing on its output as the opamp can provide.

A rather different technique is illustrated in Fig. 146. In this design the output is not taken from the output of the opamp. The output is in fact taken from the power supply pins via Q1 and Q2. The major advantage of this technique is that, once again, one can derive much more output than the opamp is capable of providing. As can be seen, the opamp is run at a constant quiescent voltage of ±14.3V. Its quiescent current is more or less constant, and is used to bias Q3 and Q4. The select on test resistors must be chosen for the individual opamp, in order to set the correct quiescent current.

When a signal is applied to the opamp, a current flows in the resistor from the opamp output to OV. This current is supplied by one or other of the power supplied via Q1 or Q2 and results in increased current through Q3 or Q4 respectively. The output current is further boosted by Q5 and Q6 to feed the loadspeaker.

Once again, it is unlikely that this circuit would work exactly as drawn, but the principle definitely does work, and can be highly effective. With a little care in choosing the select on test resistors, the circuit as far as Q3 and Q4 can be made very linear. The principles illustrated here form a good starting point for the intrepid amplifier designer.

If you need a large output swing directly from the opamp rather than extra transistors, you don't necessarily have to buy a super high voltage opamp. The circuit of Fig. 147 allows the opamp to give an output swing greater than its power supply rating permits. The power supply rails that the amplifier actually receives are regulated relative to its output voltage at any given moment, so it can climb up and down its own power supply rails. This circuit can be invaluable in certain specialised applications, where the interpolation of extra active stages would degrade the signal intolerably.

It is probable that the circuit as drawn would work, but that it would not perform well at higher frequencies. It is extremely difficult to make this type of circuit work up to the full frequency and slew rate capabilities of the opamp, which fact you could probably have deduced from the law of the conservation of misery. The practical circuit is better than the one of the circuit as shown, if speed-up capacitors were added in parallel with the zener diodes, or perhaps if some sort of cascode arrangement were used to supply the opamp.

**AUDIO QUALITY**

Because it is tricky to design this type of circuit for top performances, it is only to be recommended in situations where nothing else will do. It is not normally to be recommended for audio applications, because really low distortion audio amplification demands circuits which are spot-on.

This comment leads on to a consideration of the basic characteristics needed in
opamps which are to be used for high quality audio. The most obvious requirement is that the frequency response and slew rate should be adequate for full performance of the circuit over the full audio bandwidth. Additionally, the noise figure of an opamp is important in most audio applications.

Though it is less immediately obvious, the inherent linearity of an opamp matters as well. While a circuit may employ enough negative feedback to force the opamp to work linearly, any abrupt discontinuities in its transfer function may manifest themselves as subtle distortion on tricky waveforms. This is one of the many reasons why audio designers are not enamoured of the 741: many implementations of it did not apply any bias at all to overcome crossover distortion in the output stage. This alone is enough to render the device unsuitable for top quality hi-fi.

Real hi-fi equipment is of course always operated with plenty of overload margin, and never comes near to clipping. It is nevertheless worthwhile considering what a circuit does if it should be fed with too large a signal. Probably a majority of the opamps which would otherwise be suitable for audio use react very nastily if their common mode input range is exceeded. A common problem is phase reversal in which the tips of a waveform are suddenly inverted instead of being cleanly clipped off. The sound this makes is much more unpleasant than ordinary clipping.

One device which seems to fulfill the requirements for audio use is the NE5532 and its single version, the NE5534. Its noise level is low, its slew rate and frequency response reasonable, it is inherently not too non-linear, and it does not suffer phase reversal. For this reason, it crops up in a number of audio designs.

The next and possibly final part in this long running series is intended to cover the use of opamps in other circuits such as oscillators and various types of signal conditioning. Can anyone guess what figure number we shall finally reach?

**SOLAR CAMEL POWER**

Reading an extract from a patent report about constant temperature containers, I was reminded of a recent TV sequence in which camels were shown having large solar panels strapped to their backs. Puzzled as to why the "ship of the desert" might be having its hump-stored water supplied solar heated, I turned up the sound.

The true fact of the situation was ingeniously interesting. In order to keep medicines and vaccines cool while being transported to oasis settlements they are placed inside huge refrigerated carrier bags strapped to the camel. The power to drive the fridges comes from the solar panels. This keeps them at the constant temperature necessary to maintain the vaccine’s efficacy. It has been estimated that, due to damaging temperature changes, normally about 50% of all vaccines are destroyed en route before they reach their intended recipients in developing countries.

I wonder if the camels’ tempers are also kept solar cool — have you ever encountered them at close quarters?!

Ed.
THE THOR SPOT

UPDATING THE OPTICALS

Dr Wayne Green is the renowned US author, publisher and founder of over 50 computer and technology magazines, including Byte and Microcomputing.

The Thor may be setting in for the spring of recordable optical discs, but icy patches still mar the landscape. Inconsistency in drive rates and access times raises fundamental questions when it comes to high speed database storage.

The announcement of the NeXT system by Chairman Jobs, complete with an erasable optical disc drive, made the Thor system seem even more real. Well, we'll see how much of the Thor is vapour and how much reality — in a year or so. But let's put this whole cd-rom business into some perspective.

CD ROMPS ON?

The cd-rom has had a great press reception, with nay-sayers being shushed. The compact disc, with its storage of about 600 megabytes looked like a great technical development for computers. Sure, it was designed for digital sound data storage, but just look at the incredible storage capacity! And with the cost of the equipment brought down by the economical scale of about five million cd players being sold per year, it looked like a big winner.

It didn't take very long before some flies began to come to the surface in the ointment. The first problem was that the firms which rushed into putting their data bases on cd-roms found that the data quickly became dated. This led to a faster and faster turn-around of discs. Many firms had to go to weekly update discs shipped overnight. Obviously the whole system wasn't as good as hoped. Some sort of updatable data base medium was needed.

Most of the cd-rom products (only about 200 so far) are just copies of data already available from on-line services. How many users are there? Less than 60,000 drives have been sold. So far, cd-rom has been more hype than substance. Now, if an updatable disc could be developed?

One group has been working on rewriteable optical discs. Another on combining the cd-rom optical data (read only) with a magnetic layer for updates. Well, that wasn't a very elegant solution. That meant that what was a modified cd player now had to also have a floppy disc drive system built in too. Since it was obvious that a better system would have to be developed, little enthusiasm ensued for this hybrid approach.

ANOTHER THORN

Now, problem number two — an even worse misery — and one which will, I expect, substantially reduce interest in the Tandy Thor approach. This one stems from the basic system used by compact discs. It was designed to store digitised sound data. Engineers needed to be able to handle 150K bytes per second for high quality sound, so that's the transfer rate of a cd... and a cd-rom. That's awfully slow for today's computers.

Worse, in order to keep the data flow constant, the disc has to rotate at a different speed on every revolution, going from about 600 rpm at the start to about 200 by the time the end of the spiral is reached. This doesn't bother a cd player handling music data, where the gradual change in disc speed isn't a big deal. But with computer data, which are often hopping from one part of the disc to another, the disc mechanism will have to be able to speed from 200 up to 600 rpm and back constantly. CD players aren't designed for that kind of abuse, nor to be able to provide the instant speed changes fast data access demands.

Computer discs spin at a constant speed with the data stored in concentric rings instead of one long spiral track. Each ring has the same amount of data. This means that the outside rings waste a lot of space and the inside densely packed rings are a real bear to read accurately. It's been fun watching the computer industry get rid of the easy-to-read disc areas by making them ever smaller.

Now, if the erasable cd technologies insist on being compatible with audio cds and cd-roms, they're going to have the limitation of both the slow transfer rate and the continuously variable speed drive for the disc. It doesn't make good sense to me. How long will it be before someone invents an erasable data storage system which does what computers need? And has it already been invented with the digital tape technology (dat)?

RAMIFICATIONS

One digital tape will hold about six times as much data as a cd-rom (or Thor disc). The read transfer rate can be boosted to around 400 times that of a cd. I haven't seen data on the limits of the write transfer rate. The tape speed is constant, simplifying the motors and control system. The transfer rate can be changed by changing the tape speed gearing.

Neither the cd-rom nor the dat technology are going to be of much value when we need to do a fast search of a large data base for several interrelated data. For instance, suppose we want to look through a complete US telephone list, find the Johnsons who live on Smith Street and who have a five in their phone number. A computer searching its ram data can sort that out before you can grab your coffee cup. Looking for that combo on a cd-rom would give you time for a leisurely lunch. DAT would be faster, due to its ability to read data at the fast-forward or rewind speeds, taking less than a minute to search the whole tape.

But you don't want to be thrashing tape around like that, so it's likely that dat-oriented storage systems will lean toward large ram memories and tend to offload megabytes of data into ram before it is massaged. Since most data bases tend to be in the single or double figure megabyte range, this may be a practical way to keep from wearing out tapes. One tape could then store many fairly large data bases and each could be downloaded into ram for actual use. The updated data would then be rewritten over the old base — or written elsewhere.
on the tape if the old data is needed for archival purposes. With three or four thousand megabytes of storage room on each tiny dat you may not have to throw things away often.

Engineers in UK have a decided advantage over their American counterparts in dat systems which are much more easily available. The Japanese Trade Ministry has put thumbs down on any official exports of dat recorders to the US, so what few are available are from importers of gray market products.

**TOSHIBAN BOOMBOX**
The MITI ban on dat is less in response to the threats of legal action by the Record Industry Association (RIAA) than from concerns over possible congressional action. The Japanese are still very worried over possible retaliation by congress for the Toshiba disaster, where a secret manufacturing process was sold to the USSR which enabled them to render the American submarine detection system useless.

Congress got mad. The Japanese won't soon forget the congresswoman bashing a Toshiba boombox with an axe in front of the Capitol on the evening news. Congress wanted to outlaw all Toshiba products for five years. Within hours they were getting panic phone calls from their military suppliers explaining that if they wanted continued delivery of tanks, planes, rockets and other beloved items of hardware made in their states, they'd better not prevent the use of Toshiba supplied parts for which there were no alternative sources.

**RETYREMENT BENEFIT**
That reminds me of a WWII story. An uncle of mine in Pennsylvania made trendy flaps. When the war came along there was an instant rubber shortage, an official of the War Production Board figured trucks could get along without flaps, so he cancelled the rubber allotment for the Red Hix company. My uncle said great, locked up his factory and went on a fishing trip to Canada.

About two weeks later the truck production lines in Detroit ground to a halt. No tyre flaps. It turned out that tyre flaps weren't those splash guards which hang behind the tyres. They were an inner wrap between the tyre and the inner tube. No tyre flaps, no trucks.

It took the WPB another week to find my uncle in Canada and convince him to come back and unlock the factory. I suppose that's also a parable for the problems the USSR had over their sixty-year disaster with their government management of business.

**MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES**
One might think that the repeated assurances of congress that they will not legislate against dat unless there is positive proof that it actually has caused losses to the music industry might break the MITI ban. But no, MITI has held firm and no Japanese firm has defied them so far. Well, this is tough for the US and bonanza for the UK and Europe. Here's an opportunity to get a major step ahead of the US with a new and exciting technology.

In the meanwhile I think I'd be a little cautious about investing in cd-rom based enterprises and perhaps be more inclined to favor dat-based systems.

One parting swipe. I mentioned the much-ballyhoo'd NeXT computer from Steve Jobs. The media loves Jobs, but the industry just sniffl ed in derision. The NeXT system isn't price advantageous over its competitors. Neither does it offer any real technical advantages. NeXT looks like a BuST and may be the LaST from Jobs.

**CANNED WORMS**
IFPI, the International Federation of Phonogram and Videogram Producers, has reacted vigorously to the reported development of CD-R (referred to in some quarters as WorkS - write once read many times) and CD-E (erasable) compact disc systems. They fear that if these systems are introduced without accompanying protection for copyright, the recent recovery of the recording industry will be undermined.

New developments in technology are welcomed by IFPI but they say that "those which threaten the creativity of artists, performers and producers must be opposed".

---

**ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT – CALIBRATION CERTIFICATES SUPPLIED AT EXTRA COST PHONE FOR DETAILS**

This is just a small sample of our vast range of equipment. If the instrument you require is not listed please give us a call as we can probably help you.

**BECHMAN Digital Multimeter model DM20L** (we recommend this as excellent value for money) 3.5 digit display, 28 RANGES, 20MHz logic probe built in, transistor gain testing. Direct reading 200-2000MOhm ranges, Continuity Bleeper 10Mohm input impedance, Pocket size. Ideal for the home constructor or experienced engineer, extremely versatile and exceptionally easy to use.

**PRICE £46.00**

**THANDAR Oscilloscope model SC110.** Bench. Portable, low power, 10MHz band width, 10mV sensitivity, 12 attenuator/voltage settings, 21 time base ranges. Small screen (1in x 1.25in) but very useful instrument operates on batteries or mains. comes with mains adaptor and 1 x probe.

**PRICE £209.95**

**ROBIN Analogue multimeter model OM20NB.** 2000ohm per volt multimeter DC Voltage to 1000V AC. Voltage to 500V DC current to 250mA. Resistance to 500kohms.

**PRICE £10.00**

**FLOPPY DISKS** Double sided, double density, 96pi, high quality. Pretested computer disks suitable for Amstrad and any other P.C.'s with 5.25in drives.

**Price per box of 10 disks £7.00**

Inclusive of price - FREE labels & Notch stickers & the box acts as a stand. Please add £1 for postage.

**HITACHI Oscilloscope model V212.** Large clear 6in screen DC to 20MHz Dual channel, max vertical sensitivity = 1mV /DIV, Fastest sweep rate = 100NS/DIV Calibrator output. This instrument has in our experience proved to be an exceptional piece of equipment, being very reliable and durable. We were impressed by its bright clear and crisp display making the instrument a pleasure to use.

**PRICE inclusive of 2 probes £334.00**


**Just In:** 3.5in disks high quality 135TPi DSDD boxes of ten

**PRICE £11.99 (Postage £1)**

**VHS Video Tapes** Kodak 5hr tape pack of 3 £28.50. JVC 4hr tape pack of 3 £12.00
- Are you still using tapes and a light box?
- Have you been putting off buying PCB CAB software?
- Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone inc Amstrad 1512 or Archimedes with P.C. Emulator?
- Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17” square?
- With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers?
- Plus drill template and solder resist?
- With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002 to .531”
- With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
- With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole and edge connector fingers?
- With up to 1500 IC’s per board, from up to 100 different outlines?
- That can be used for surface mount components?
- That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
- That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB’s?
- That outputs to Dot Matrix Printer, or, with extra drivers can drive a pen plotter or photoplotter.
- Where you can learn how to use it in around an hour?

**TINY-PC £95.00 + VAT EASY-PC £275.00 + VAT**

---

**SMITH CHART PROGRAM – Z-MATCH**

For IBM, PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512 and 1640 and BBC B, B+ and Master.

Z-MATCH – Takes the drudgery out of R.F. matching problems. Includes many more features than the standard Smith Chart.

Provides solutions to problems such as TRANSMISSION LINE MATCHING for AERIALS and RF AMPLIFIERS with TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMER and SIVB MATCHING methods using COAXIAL LINES MICROSTRIP, STRIPLINE and WAVEGUIDES. the program takes account of TRANSMISSION LINE LOSS. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, VELOCITY FACTOR and FREQUENCY. Z-MATCH is supplied with a COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL which contains a range of WORKED EXAMPLES.

£130 for PC/XT/AT etc £65.00 for BBC B,B+ and Master

All prices Ex-VAT

WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS:- REF PE

**Number One Systems Ltd**

---

**CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER – ANALYSIS II**

For IBM, PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512, 1640, R.M. NIMBUS, and BBC B, B+, and Master.

"ANALYSER II" – Analyses complex circuits for GAIN, PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE and GROUP DELAY over a very wide frequency range.

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER CROSS-OVER NETWORKS, WIDE-BANK AMPLIFIERS, TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS, LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by “breaking the loop”.

Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds worth of equipment.

£195 for PC/XT/AT etc. £130 for BBC B< B+ and Master

---

Harding Way, St Ives, Huntingdon Cambs, PE17 4WR
Tel: St Ives (0480) 61778
We provide full after-sales support with free telephone ‘hotline help’ service.
Software updates are free within 6 months of purchase date.
HDTV - THE GREAT SYSTEMS BATTLE

PART TWO BY TOM IVALL

SAMPLED DEFINITIONS

Eureka! - Sampled pigeon holes compress the band, but though there's a shuffling into line, the standards are still uncertain

---

**Samples PNG holes compress the band, but though there’s a shuffling into line, the standards are still uncertain.**

---

**Fig. 4.** Main processes in HDTV transmission and reception. The transmitting and receiving chains shown here are expansions of the corresponding chains in the very simplified Fig. 2 diagram in part one.

---

To describe the digital signal processing in a bit more detail, Fig. 4 is an expansion of what takes place in the two heavy-line boxes of Fig. 2 in part one. At the transmitting end (upper part of diagram) the signals from the HDTV picture source - which could be a camera, VTR or film scanner - are first converted into digital form. This is done by analogue-to-digital converters, one for each of the three components in the colour TV picture signal. Some readers may know already how an A/D converter works. For those who don’t, Fig. 5 shows the basic principle.

**Sampling**

Essentially the incoming analogue voltage waveform is 'sampled' at regular instants of time. At each sampling instant, the amplitude of the voltage waveform is measured and a decision is made on which one of many voltage 'pigeon-holes' it falls into. Each pigeon-hole is a small range of voltage called a quantum and the whole process of sorting out the voltage measurements into these quanta is called quantisation. In one HDTV system the voltage measurements are sorted into 256 quanta. One can think of them as 256 distinct levels on the maximum amplitude of the analogue voltage waveform.

When a voltage measurement falls into a particular quantum the A/D converter generates a binary number corresponding to the quantum. As there are 256 possible quanta or levels, the binary numbers generated must be 8-bit numbers in order to provide enough combinations of 1 and 0 to represent all of them.

**Bandwidth Compression**

Thus, referring back to Fig. 4, the outputs of the A/D converters consist of streams of 8-bit numbers. Once the vision signals have been digitised in this way they undergo bandwidth compression. The first part of this is to filter out of the digitised signals any image components which, as spatial patterns on the TV screen, are not perceivable by the viewer. For example, the eye-brain physiology

---

**Fig. 5.** Basic principle of analogue-to-digital converters as used in HDTV system (see Fig. 4). For simplicity the digitised vision waveform is shown here as a data stream of 3-bit numbers, but actual HDTV system use very much finer quantization of the analogue waveform (eg 256 levels) and so generate longer data words (eg 8-bit).
In practical communication systems this means that a ‘trading’ or exchange between bandwidth and time is possible. One such practical system, used for visual surveillance and also by radio amateurs is slow-scan television. This principle of trading is illustrated in a general way in Fig.6. In both (a) and (b) the volume of the box is proportional to a given amount of information to be transmitted (measurable digitally in bits). The amount of information is the same in (a) and (b) - the boxes have equal volumes. But in (b) the system takes a longer time to send the information than is required in (a). As a result the bandwidth in (b) can be smaller than in (a) in order to keep the amount of information transmitted from box volume the same as in (a). This exchange assumes a constant signal-to-noise ratio in the transmission system.

Applying this general principle to the hdtv system means taking some of the visual information from each tv field and spreading it out over the longer time occupied by several fields - actually four fields in both the NHK and the Eureka systems. The visual information for which this process gives the best results is static information - for example, a shot consisting of a stationary (non panning) view of a house, or a shot in which the background is stationary though there may be movement in the foreground.

This technique takes advantage of the fact that much of the visual information in tv pictures - as in cinematography - is redundant. In other words, it doesn't change much. Of course, in practice, many areas of the picture are stationary over at least the time taken by four successive fields (80 milliseconds in Europe) the system can afford to take four successive fields (80 milliseconds in Europe) to achieve a compatible broadcast system. The fundamental principle of bandwidth compression is to slow down the rate at which signal information is transmitted. Bandwidth is the total range of sine-wave frequency components needed to synthesize a particular waveform. This range is measured in hertz (Hz). If the waveform contains rapid transitions - like the edges of square pulses - it requires a wider bandwidth than that of a waveform containing only slow transitions. So the bandwidth normally needed to synthesize a particular transition can be reduced by taking a longer time to send that transition through a system - in other words, by reducing its rate of rise or fall. The information transmitted (the amount of the transition) is the same but the process of transmission is extended in time.

The fundamental principle of bandwidth compression is to slow down the rate at which signal information is transmitted. Bandwidth is the total range of sine-wave frequency components needed to synthesize a particular waveform. This range is measured in hertz (Hz). If the waveform contains rapid transitions - like the edges of square pulses - it requires a wider bandwidth than that of a waveform containing only slow transitions. So the bandwidth normally needed to synthesize a particular transition can be reduced by taking a longer time to send that transition through a system - in other words, by reducing its rate of rise or fall. The information transmitted (the amount of the transition) is the same but the process of transmission is extended in time.

In practical communication systems this means that a ‘trading’ or exchange between bandwidth and time is possible. One such practical system, used for visual surveillance and also by radio amateurs is slow-scan television. This principle of trading is illustrated in a general way in Fig.6. In both (a) and (b) the volume of the box is proportional to a given amount of information to be transmitted (measurable digitally in bits). The amount of information is the same in (a) and (b) - the boxes have equal volumes. But in (b) the system takes a longer time to send the information than is required in (a). As a result the bandwidth in (b) can be smaller than in (a) in order to keep the amount of information transmitted from box volume the same as in (a). This exchange assumes a constant signal-to-noise ratio in the transmission system.

Applying this general principle to the hdtv system means taking some of the visual information from each tv field and spreading it out over the longer time occupied by several fields - actually four fields in both the NHK and the Eureka systems. The visual information for which this process gives the best results is static information - for example, a shot consisting of a stationary (non panning) view of a house, or a shot in which the background is stationary though there may be movement in the foreground.

This technique takes advantage of the fact that much of the visual information in tv pictures - as in cinematography - is redundant. In other words, it doesn't change much. Of course, in practice, many areas of the picture are stationary over at least the time taken by four successive fields (80 milliseconds in Europe) the system can afford to take four successive fields (80 milliseconds in Europe) to achieve a compatible broadcast system. The fundamental principle of bandwidth compression is to slow down the rate at which signal information is transmitted. Bandwidth is the total range of sine-wave frequency components needed to synthesize a particular waveform. This range is measured in hertz (Hz). If the waveform contains rapid transitions - like the edges of square pulses - it requires a wider bandwidth than that of a waveform containing only slow transitions. So the bandwidth normally needed to synthesize a particular transition can be reduced by taking a longer time to send that transition through a system - in other words, by reducing its rate of rise or fall. The information transmitted (the amount of the transition) is the same but the process of transmission is extended in time.
by Fig.2, but in such a way as to retain and transmit the additional visual information needed by the hdtv receiver to show high-definition pictures. This is done by a process called line shuffling.

All the digitised samples from the 1250-line or 1125-line structure are rearranged into a 625-line or 525-line structure as shown in Fig.7. In a four-field sequence, the line shuffler rearranges samples from two successive lines in each field of the originated picture into one line of a standard picture. For instance, samples from odd-numbered original 1250-line fields are transferred into one 625-line field, while samples from the even-numbered original fields go into the next, interlaced, 625-line field.

Next, the 8-bit samples of the digitised vision signals are changed back into analogue signals by a digital-to-analogue converter. This operates on the reverse principle to that illustrated in Fig.5. The resulting analogue vision signals are then combined with digital sound data from the hdtv studio and with the picture reconstruction data mentioned above, to produce the final hdtv baseband signal for modulating the satellite uplink transmitter.

In the combiner, or multiplexer, both NHK and Eureka use a system which keeps the vision luminance and colour components separate by transmitting them at different times in a regular sequence (time-division multiplexing). In the Eureka scheme this is derived from the MAC (multiplexed analogue components) transmission system. MAC was devised in the UK by the IBA and is to be used for Britain's first dbs broadcasts from the BSB satellite in 1989. The MAC waveform is shown in Fig.3, compared with the established PAL signal used in European terrestrial tv broadcasting.

The main point about the MAC signal, relative to PAL, is that it gives better quality pictures. Keeping the luminance and colour components separate in time means that they cannot interfere with each other. The resulting pictures are therefore free from the spurious cross-colour patterning effects which occur with PAL because PAL uses a subcarrier to frequency-leave the colour components with the luminance component (frequency-division multiplexing). This improvement given by time-sequential transmission is a benefit for satellite broadcasting generally but is particularly important for hdtv, where any likely sources of picture impairment must be avoided to attain the highest possible quality.

In the ordinary MAC signal the luminance and colour components have to be compressed in time, as shown in Fig.3, in order to fit them into the normal 625-line signal format. In hdtv, however, extra picture information is generated with the wider, 16:9 aspect ratio relative to the existing 4:3 aspect ratio (Fig.1). To accommodate this in the MAC signal used for hdtv, the analogue vision signals have to be time-compressed even further. As a result the bandwidth of the hdtv baseband signal is increased from about 8.4 MHz (ordinary MAC) to about 10.5 MHz.

Fig.4 shows that the hdtv receiver includes signal processing which is basically the reverse of that used at the transmitting end - analogue-to-digital conversions as against digital-to-analogue, up-sampling as against downsampling, and so on. An important part of the bandwidth restoration system (reversing the bandwidth compression) is a digital field memory constructed from semiconductor vlsi chips. This is necessary for reconstructing pictures from 8-bit samples over the period of four fields mentioned above. As each field is received the digitised samples it carries must be held in the memory to be combined with further samples arriving with the following fields.

**UNCERTAIN FUTURE**

While the general principles of digital signal processing in the NHK and Eureka hdtv system are very similar - because r&d engineers naturally tend to use the most advanced technology available - the chosen standards remain different. At the time of writing it's difficult to see what the outcome will be of the continuing attempts to decide on a single world-wide production standard.

After its September 1988 demonstration at Brighton the Eureka team has to develop its system further particularly to obtain adequate fine detail on movement - and it will be staging another demonstration in late 1989. A final decision on a world-wide hdtv production standard could well be reached at the 1990 meeting of the CCIR if international agreement is achieved, but this is not absolutely certain.
RMS v AVERAGE

Dear Sir,

I spring to the defence of your correspondent, John Goatcher, ("More letters," Sept. 88, p.34), who wrote you a well-reasoned and technically correct letter, explaining why currents being used for battery-charging purposes should be measured as average and not rms values.

Rod Cooper's reply skated round the point, with remarks about damping and 'snag-free measurements'. The point is that the two modes of measurement are each used for certain purposes, and neither is generally an appropriate substitute for the other. The rms method is correct for the measurement of power, since the power dissipated in a load of resistance R is equal to I^2 R. RMS (root mean square) current is the equivalent of the square root of the mean of many instantaneous values of current, each squared.

However, when it comes to measuring charging current, we are interested, not in power, but in the rate of transfer of charge. The unit of charge, or quantity of electricity, is the coulomb, and one ampere = one coulomb per second (NB - not a power of two in sight!). Hence the appropriate measurement here is average, and not rms, even if the latter is a 'snag-free measurement'.

Consider two battery chargers, A and B. I first deliver a steady dc, the other delivering a pulsed current having a 50% duty cycle. Each charges a cell via a two ohm resistor, for a period of 10 seconds. For case A, the mean current is 3 amps, and so is the rms current. The charge transferred is equal to 3 x 10 = 30 coulombs. For case B, the mean current is also 3 amps, but the rms current is equal to SQR(0.5 x 3)^2 + (1.5)^2 = 3.375 (not 3.0) coulombs. The power dissipated in the resistor is I^2 R = 3^2 x 10 = 90 watts for case A; and 3.375^2 x 10 = 112.5 watts for case B. Thus the rms current is not properly used in calculating power, since the power dissipated by the resistor is not the product of the rms voltage and current. The rms voltage is also useful for battery-charging calculations as I shall shortly demonstrate in my forthcoming article.

Secondly, and most important, Mr. Finn's counter-argument would be more acceptable if he has included a quick, cheap, practical method of making an average current reading in real life. How, for example, would he arrive at an average reading for the current waveform shown?

I have been designing pulse-type battery chargers for some time (see Wireless World June to Sept 85) and there has always existed a problem with complex waveforms. At first I used the coulomb method, watching the waveform on a scope and counting the squares enclosed by the waveform by superimposing a grid, subtracting and averaging and converting to amps. But I made very few measurements like this because it was not only time-consuming but very dull work. What made it tedious in the extreme was mis-counting and having to start all over again. To make things simpler and quicker, I took an old Simpson mc meter with a five inch scale and recalibrated it with an accurate square wave to read average current. However, the results with my meter were at odds with the scope results when used with the pcr waveform. Moreover, the results repeated with a small Japanese mc meter with a one inch scale were different again. I assumed that the difference were due to meter ballistics, but I suppose they may have been differences in inductance and resistance of the coils despite the fact that they had the same dc rating for I did not bother to investigate but gave up this attempt at getting average current readings. Such were the snags I spoke of in my letter!

1. I then borrowed some thermocouple instruments, calibrated rms (but with non-linear scales) and found that if used correctly I would get quick, accurate results. I also discovered that true rms reading instruments were much more useful than I imagined for a lot of other applications in electronics generally, so when I had to hand them back I decided to make my own thermal-conversion instruments for general purpose use, but with a more linear scale (much more readable than a non-linear) and with an output for a chart-recorder. The latter I found was an absolute boon, because the battery charger could be left to itself and I could get on with something else without being bothered by periodic readings, and is recommended to anyone seriously interested in battery chargers. These instruments are the subject of the forthcoming article.

Regarding the rest of Mr. Finn's letter, I do not think I skated round any point. I was certainly short on words - a letters column is no place for a free-of-charge treatise - but I did mention a forthcoming article and I suspect most readers will have taken the hint that more information was on its way.

May I suggest that other readers do not jump the gun but wait for the appearance of the article before commenting?

Rod Cooper.

Rod Cooper's article is nearing the top of the schedule but a publishing date has not yet been fixed.

Ed.

HOROSCOPE

Dear Ed,

M.J.S. Allenthorpe, Bristol.

Interak 1

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

"SBC-1"

A computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect a computer to look. It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and flossy disk drives and so on.

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chips a Z80 computer can have and still be a computer: 4 MHz Z80-CPU chip, an EPROM chip (up to 32K), a static RAM chip (up to 32K) and a pair of 8255A I/O (input output) chips giving 48 individual lines to wangle up and down. There are one or two additional "glue" chips included, but these are simple "74LS" or "HC" parts.

A star feature is that no special or custom chips (ie PALs, ULAs, ASICs etc.) are used - and thus there are no secrets. The Z80A is the fastest, and best established of all the 8-bit microprocessors - possibly the "flops" that the best computer. And there is a very few measurements like this because it was not only time-consuming but very dull work. What made it tedious in the extreme was mis-counting and having to start all over again. To make things simpler and quicker, I took an old Simpson mc meter with a one inch scale and recalibrated it with an accurate square wave to read average current. However, the results with my meter were at odds with the scope results when used with the pcr waveform. Moreover, the results repeated with a small Japanese mc meter with a one inch scale were different again. I assumed that the difference were due to meter ballistics, but I suppose they may have been differences in inductance and resistance of the coils despite the fact that they had the same dc rating for I did not bother to investigate but gave up this attempt at getting average current readings. Such were the snags I spoke of in my letter!

1. I then borrowed some thermocouple instruments, calibrated rms (but with non-linear scales) and found that if used correctly I would get quick, accurate results. I also discovered that true rms reading instruments were much more useful than I imagined for a lot of other applications in electronics generally, so when I had to hand them back I decided to make my own thermal-conversion instruments for general purpose use, but with a more linear scale (much more readable than a non-linear) and with an output for a chart-recorder. The latter I found was an absolute boon, because the battery charger could be left to itself and I could get on with something else without being bothered by periodic readings, and is recommended to anyone seriously interested in battery chargers. These instruments are the subject of the forthcoming article.

Regarding the rest of Mr. Finn's letter, I do not think I skated round any point. I was certainly short on words - a letters column is no place for a free-of-charge treatise - but I did mention a forthcoming article and I suspect most readers will have taken the hint that more information was on its way.

May I suggest that other readers do not jump the gun but wait for the appearance of the article before commenting?

Rod Cooper.

Rod Cooper's article is nearing the top of the schedule but a publishing date has not yet been fixed.

Ed.
PROJECT KITS
Magenta supply Full Kits: Including PCB's (or Stripboard), Hardware, Components and Cases (unless stated). Please state Kit Reference Number, Kit Title, and Price, when ordering.

REPRINTS: If you do not have the issue of E.E. which includes the project, you will need to order the instruction reprint as an extra: 80p each. Reprints are also available separately. Send £1 in stamps.

TOP KITS
MOSFET VARIABLE BENCH
25V 2.5A POWER SUPPLY

A superb design giving 0.25V and 0.25A. Twin panel meters indicate Voltage and Current. Voltage is variable from zero to 25V. Current-Limit control allows Constant Current charging of NICAD batteries, and protects circuits from overload. A Toroidal transformer and MOSFET power output device, and Quad op-amp IC design give excellent performance.

OUR KIT REF. 769 £49.73

COMPONENTS, KITS, BOOKS, TOOLS, MOTORS, GEARS, PULLEYS, OPTICAL FIBRES, ROBOTICS, AND MUCH MUCH MORE—IN OUR NEW CATALOGUE £1.00

MOTOR–GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES

Miniature gearboxes complete with quality electric motor. Variable ratios by fitting 1:2, 1:3, 1:4 gears. 1-5 4-6v, 3-2200 rpm. Long 3mm shaft. Ideal for robots and buggies.

SMALL (MGS) £3.49 LARGE (MGL) £3.98

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. No soldering, uses an 5 DEC breadboard. Lots of clear diagrams and instructions to build 16 projects. Component pack includes 5 DEC and all components for the projects.

LEGO Technic Sets TEACHERS WE ARE STOCKISTS OF THE WHOLE RANGE CONTACT US FOR BROCHURES. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES AND QUICK DELIVERIES

DED £1 P&P TO ALL ORDERS.

ADD £1 PER ORDER TO ALL ORDERS.

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
SHOP NOW OPEN – CALLERS WELCOME
PE12 135 HUNTER STREET, BURTON-ON-TRENT, STAFFS, DE4 25Y.
0283 65435, Mon-Fri 9-5 Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders.
Our prices include VAT.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS AVAILABLE.

PAYMENT OPTIONS:

- CREDIT CARD
- CHEQUE
- BANK TRANSFER

ADD £1 P&P TO ALL ORDERS.

ADD £1 PER ORDER TO ALL ORDERS.
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FROM MAGENTA

A SELECTION OF OUR BEST PROJECT KITS
As usual these kits come complete with printed circuit boards, cases, all components, nuts, screws, wire etc. All have been tested by our engineers (many of them are our own designs) to ensure that you get excellent results.

INSULATION TESTER
An electronic High Voltage tester for mains appliances and wiring. An inverter circuit produces 500 volts from a PP3 battery and applies it to the circuit under test. Reads insulation up to 100 Megohms. Completely safe in use.

OUR KIT REF 444 £19.58

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER
Simple and accurate (+/-%) measurements of capacitors from a few pF up to 1,000 uF. Clear 5 digit LED display indicates exact value. Three ranges - pF, nF, and uF. Just connect the capacitor, press the button and read the value.

£41.55
OUR KIT
REF 493

3 BAND SHORTWAVE RADIO
Covers 1.6 30 MHz in 3 bands using modern miniature coils. Audio output is via a built-in loudspeaker. Advanced design gives excellent stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple to build.

OUR KIT REF 718 £26.53

DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER
200 MHz
An 8 digit meter reading from A.F up to 200 MHz in two ranges. Large 0.5” Red LED display. Ideal for A.F and RF measurements. Amateur and C.B. frequencies.

KIT REF 563 £67.98

'EQUALISER' IONISER
A mains powered Ioniser that produces a breeze of negative ions in the air. A compact, safe, simple unit that uses a negligible amount of electricity.

KIT REF 707 £15.53

SUPER SOUND- EFFECTS GENERATOR
A wide range SN76477 sound effects board giving: Bird Chirps, Sirens, Helicopters, Explosions, Phaser Guns, Steam Train sounds, and more. Supplied without a case.

KIT REF 781 £12.99

CAN YOU ANSWER YES TO ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS:-

1) DO YOU PROGRAM YOUR HOME COMPUTER?
2) HAVE YOU INTERFACED YOUR HOME COMPUTER WITH A PERIPHERAL?
3) ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AMATEUR RADIO?
4) ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH DIGITAL ELECTRONICS?
5) ARE YOU DOING A COURSE INVOLVING ELECTRONICS?

If you can answer YES to one or more of these questions, you should consider entering the Computer Servicing Industry.

Micro System Maintenance Ltd is an established national computer service company and prides itself on successfully training individuals to become service engineers. The company has an established Training School in Weston-Super-Mare for the provision of training in both technology and the repair of personal computers and peripherals.

The selected candidates will be provided with a company car linked to an attractive benefits package.

If you wish to know more please feel free to contact MSM at the following address.

MICRO SYSTEM MAINTENANCE LIMITED
15 WESTMEAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
WESTLEA
SWINDON SN5 7YS
TEL: (0793) 616888
16th Deca, 80 series budget range, colour monitors, features in cluding, 720 x 480, high resolution, only seen on monitors costing 3 times our price, ready to plug & play, easy viewing, sealed & fully tested surplus, in sn & LHI fixed use, condition with a 90 day guarantee.

DECCA 60 RGB — TTL, + Sync input for BBC type interface etc.

DECCA is the only complete compact video monitor with a built-in audio amp & speaker ideal for use with the Video Recorder or TELEX-200 or any other audio visual use.

Only £99 (E)

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR

BRAND NEW CENTRONIC 14 monitors in attractive style moulded casing, 60Hz, 640 x 480 new generation poly carbonate. High grade picture performance, stands up to 12,000 hour life. Set, test price £700.00.

20" & 22" AV Specials

Superbly made, UK manufacture, PLL tubes, all solid state circuitry, 1200 line raster, 67% dot contrast, 100% picture integrity and a wide choice of RS232 serial interface, ideal for host of applications including Schools, Shops, Doctors, Clubs etc all in 10" 10" screen fully contained inc. 90 day guarantee.

20" model £185.00 (F)

22" Monitor £185.00 (F)

MONOCHROME

MOTOROLA M1000-105 CRT Rack & white plastic chassis monitor measuring only 11cm 11.5 12.9, ideal for CCTV or computer applications. Accepts standard Composite video or individual H & V syines. Operates from 12 V at 20 25. Some units may have mid grade picture performance, ready to plug & play, easy viewing, sealed & fully tested surplus, condition with a 90 day guarantee.

Only £79 (F)

32" B & W Video monitors by AZTEK, COTRON & KIRK. High grade, high brightness, fully contained inc. 90 day guarantee. All sold state, faul hard monitors, ideal for all types of AV or CCTV applications. With scart, S video, & AV jacks, & infra red remote control.

32" Black & White monitors by AZTEK, COTRON & KIRK.

Only £399.50 (E)

TANDON TM101-4 8-H 16 inch double sided

HARAY Japanese Halftone double sided drives by Canon, Tech, Epson etc. Specify 40 or 50 track.

Only £75.00 (F)

TEAC FD55F-40 double track double sided

Hait Height

Only £115.00 (E)

COPY DRIVE SCOOP

Drives from Only £39.95

A massive purchase of standard 5.25" disk drives enables us to offer you prime price at all time super low prices. All units sealed are removed from offer BRAND NEW equipment, fully tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units come in 20" & 22" AV style.

34 Way interface cable and connector single £15.50, Dual £25.50 (A)

20" & 22" AV Specials

35 Way interface cable and connector single £19.50, Dual £34.50 (A)

8" DISK DRIVES

DECCA 8" 80 Mb disk drive features 5600/10000 access times leave the good old ST506 inter- face standing. Ultra high speed data transfer and many integral features such as Auto answer, give away price and you have a superb buy I!

£199.00 (E)

Concord V22 1200 baud as new £330.00 (E)

Modem 20-1 75-1280 baud for use with

RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 1200 £225.00 (E)

The NEC D2246 8" 80 Mb disk drive features an electronic vertical and horizontal tabs, Self test, 9 needle head, Up to 9.5" single sheet paper handling, superb quality print. Supplied complete with full CPU control and industry standard SMD interface. All units sealed are removed from offer BRAND NEW equipment, fully tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units come in 20" & 22" AV style.

£24.95 (B)

£39.95 (B)

£55.00 (B)

£215.00 (C)

£49.95 (B)

£39.95 (B)

£49.50 (C)

£165.00 (F)

£225.00 (E)

£499.00 (F)

£189.00 (E)

£344.00 (F)

£4.95 A

£19.50 (A)

£225.00 (E)

£4.99 A

£199.00 (E)

£55.00 (B)

£49.95 (B)

£39.95 (B)

£225.00 (E)

£4.99 A

£199.00 (E)

£55.00 (B)

£49.95 (B)

£39.95 (B)

£225.00 (E)

£4.99 A
In part six last month we took a look at some of the basic principles of digital to analogue, and analogue to digital converters. We follow on now with other conversion techniques and a practical approach to try out.

ANOTHER A/D CONVERTER
Many of the popular a/d converter ics rely on the principle of successive approximation. The device makes a series of 'guesses' at what its output should be and gradually gets nearer and nearer to the correct answer. That is not to say that the ic makes wild guesses; the approach is strictly a systematic one known as a binary search. The main sections of the circuit are shown in Fig. 13.

The circuit is programmed to run through a series of operations. It requires an external clock to provide the pulses to initiate each operation. The sequence is as follows:
1. When the start conversion (SC) input goes low, the control section sets all bits in the data register to zero (00000000). However, the state of the registers does not appear at the output terminals yet.
2. The most significant bit is set to '1', making the register hold 10000000.
3. The register is connected to a d/a converter on the a/d chip. The value held in the register is converted to an analogue voltage. Since the register holds 10000000, Vout is half of Vref of the d/a converter.
4. A comparator, also on the a/d chip, compares Vout with Vip, the analogue input to the converter.
   * If Vip is equal to or greater than Vout, then the converter continues with step 5.
   * If Vip is less than Vout, the converter continues with step 6.
5. The 'guess' is correct - since the input voltage is half or more than half the reference voltage, the most significant bit should be '1'. The circuit leaves the bit set at 1 and makes the next most significant bit a '1'; the register now holds 11000000.
6. The 'guess' is incorrect - since the input voltage is less than half the reference voltage, the most significant bit should be '0'. The circuit resets the bit to 0. Then it sets the next most significant bit to '1'; the register now holds 01000000.
7. After stage 5 or 6 the converter repeats steps 4 and 5, to find if the second bit should be '0' or '1'. It works its way along the digits, setting each in turn and testing the result, until all eight bits have been tested and correctly set or reset.
8. Conversion is now complete and the end of conversion (EOC) output goes high. This tells external logic that the result is now ready to be read. In the circuit of Fig. 13, the EOC output is connected to the output enable (OE) input. When EOC goes high, output is enabled. The contacts of the data register are transferred to the output register. The results of the conversion appear on the output terminals.
9. A new conversion begins as soon as SC is made low again. The results of the previous conversion remain on the output register until the next conversion is complete.

The practical circuit of Fig. 14 shows the converter being driven by an astable made from a Schmitt trigger gate. Conversion takes eight cycles of the clock. The faster the clock runs, the faster the conversion, except that allowance must be made for the internal d/a converter to settle and for the comparator to operate at each stage. The total conversion time can be 1µs or more, so this type of converter is appreciably slower than the 'flash' converter we described previously. However, the successive approximation converter is usually fast enough. It is accurate and is considerably less expensive than the 'flash' type.

Trial 5
Successive approximation a/d converter
In Fig. 14 we test the action of the converter by taking the analogue input from a variable resistor VR1. The voltage is the analogue of the angular position of the control knob. The further the knob is turned clockwise, the higher the voltage. The voltage can be varied from 0V to 2.5V. Since Vref on the on-chip d/a converter is 2.5V (as in the ZN428E ic) we are covering the complete input range of the converter. Note that this ic requires a -5V supply. Although it is specified to operate on ±5V, to make it compatible with TTL, it works well enough for this demonstration at ±6V, as provided by two batteries (see Fig. 14 inset).

1. Set up the circuit as in Fig. 15. You can read the output from the converter in one of several ways:
   * use a voltmeter, sampling each output (pins 11-18) in turn.
   * use an led or logic probe, connected to each output in turn.
   * best of all, connect eight leds to the outputs. Use eight separate leds, on a second breadboard, or two of Module 2 (PE Sept. 1988).

2. Turn VR1 anti-clockwise so that $V_{ip}$ is 0V.
3. Press S1. This grounds the SC input and starts conversion.
4. A fraction of a second later, the digital output appears. If you have eight LEDs, one or two of the least significant ones may light. This corresponds to a near-zero reading such as 00000000 or 00000010 (Fig. 15). The pulses are all the same length but their frequency depends on the input voltage (Fig. 17). The 507C is another converter that produces a series of digital pulses. This is a voltage-to-time converter. It differs from the v/f converter in that the signal from the converter is of constant frequency, but the length of time for which the signal is high depends upon the input voltage (Fig. 17). Like the 4151 described above, this is a low-cost converter useful for sending analogue data along a line or to the serial output.

5. Gradually turn VR1 clockwise, to increase Vin a little at a time. Press S1 occasionally and watch the digital output increase.
6. Repeat pressing S1 without turning VR1 should give the same output. However you may find that, on the borderline, and output may be, say, 01000000 on some occasions and 00111111. These two look very different when displayed as a row of illuminated LEDs, but the difference between them is only 1!
7. If you turn VR1 fully clockwise, Vin becomes 2.5V. The LEDs should all be lit.
8. As an exercise in design, remove R1 from the board and replace it with an LDR or a thermistor. You may need to replace VR1 with a resistor of another value. The output from the converter will then be the digital equivalent of the amount of light falling on the LDR or the temperature of the thermistor. If you are using a thermistor, you could try to calibrate it. Draw out a conversion table, so that the binary output can be read as temperature in degrees Celsius.

**OTHER CONVERTERS**

This is yet another approach to a/d conversion. A v/f (voltage-to-frequency) IC accepts an analogue input (a voltage) and generates a digital output, a series of pulses. The pulses are all the same length but their frequency depends on the input voltage (Fig. 16). The ICs for performing this operation are cheap and give a reasonably accurate conversion. An example of a voltage-to-frequency converter is the 4151. This converter has a single output terminal. It gives a series of pulses—not a number of parallel bits on separate output lines. If you need to send data over a single line, a series of pulses sent over one line is more useful and less expensive than having to use eight parallel lines for eight individual bits. At the end of the line, the pulses can be fed to a counting circuit that registers the number of pulses received in a given time. This number can be used to derive a display to give digital readout of the analogue input.

This converter is also useful for feeding data to the serial input of a microcomputer. The microcomputer is programmed to measure the frequency of the serial input, and then calculate the original voltage (or whatever other quantity, such as light intensity or temperature) of which the voltage is an analogue.

There is another advantage in transmitting data in this way. If we attempt to send a varying voltage over a line, we run into problems with the resistance of the line. If the line is long, the voltage at the receiving end is certain to be lower than that at the sending end. But, if we send a series of pulses instead, the number of pulses reaching the receiving end in a given time is certain to equal the number being sent. Even if the pulses are slightly distorted on the way, we are not likely to lose or gain one whole pulse (but beware of Murphy’s Law! Ed.) At the receiving end, we reconvert the pulse train to an analogue voltage, using a frequency-to-voltage converter, such as the LM2917.
input of a microcomputer. The signal can be converted to a count by suitable logic.

**MODULES OF THE MONTH**

9. Digital-to-analogue converter

This module (Fig. 18) is based on the circuit of Fig. 8 in part six. It operates on a 5V supply. The ENABLE input (E) is made low to enable conversion. This is brought low by a bistable, sounding a ‘frost alarm’. Supposing that 00001000 is equivalent to 255. You could work out a table for converting reading in binary to temperatures in degrees (see Trial 5, step 8). Unfortunately, it is not easy to make the binary output correspond neatly with the temperature in degrees or Kelvin. If the thermometer is being used in some kind of process control, and you don’t need a digital readout, design logic to switch on (or off) the heaters, lamps, sirens etc when the digital output reaches certain levels. The 7485 4-bit magnitude comparator (not the ‘A=B’ output goes high when they match or less than the equivalent in degrees Celsius may be). Supposing that 000010000 is equivalent to about 2°C, the output from the NOR gate triggers a bistable, sounding a ‘frost alarm’. Other logic may be connected to the same

**INPUT**

**OUTPUT**

**SYSTEMS OF THE MONTH**

Fig. 20 is the system diagram of a digital thermometer. \( V_{in} \) increases as temperature increases over a given range. Select resistor values so that \( V_{in} \) does not exceed 2.5V. The stable ‘clocks’ the START CONVERSION input, to convert the input once a second. Output is in the range 0 to 255. You could work out a table for converting reading in binary to temperatures in degrees (see Trial 5, step 8). Unfortunately, it is not easy to make the binary output correspond neatly with the temperature in degrees or Kelvin. If the thermometer is being used in some kind of process control, and you don’t need a digital readout, design logic to switch on (or off) the heaters, lamps, sirens etc when the digital output reaches certain levels. The 7485 4-bit magnitude comparator (not the ‘A=B’ output goes high when they match or less than the equivalent in degrees Celsius may be). Supposing that 000010000 is equivalent to about 2°C, the output from the NOR gate triggers a bistable, sounding a ‘frost alarm’. Other logic may be connected to the same

**Fig.18. Digital to analogue converter layout and track view.**

**Fig.19. Analogue to digital converter and track view**

---

**Fig.20. (left) System diagram for a digital thermometer.**

**Fig.21. (above) System diagram for a frost alarm.**
Fig. 22. System diagram for a digital phone call timer with analogue read-out.

Another approach is to feed the digital output to a microcomputer. This is programmed to read the 8-bit input, then calculate and display the temperature in degrees.

Although digital displays are 'all the rage', there are many people who find old-fashioned dials easier to read and understand. This is why watches and clocks with circular dials and a pair of hands remain popular. Electronic watches may have such a dial even if the circuit is purely digital up to the display stage. You may also find such a display more suitable for your own digital circuits. A 4-digit led or led display is quite costly to build and the driving circuitry is complex. If you do not need 4-figure accuracy, it is often simpler, cheaper, and possibly more satisfactory to have an analogue readout. A cheap moving-coil meter costs only two or three pounds.

You can open it and replace the scale with one graduated in whatever you are intending to measure. Fig. 22 shows a moving coil meter being used for the readout from a phone call timer. We realise that this kind of device could be built completely from analogue circuitry but, since this series is devoted to the ramifications of binary digits, let's keep everything digital until the last possible moment! Timing is performed by the astable. It is possible to have switchable resistors to allow a choice of timing rates. The rate of the astables is set so that it produces 16 pulses in whatever maximum period you wish to spend on the phone. A possible addition is a NOR and NOT gate to trigger an alarm when your time is up (Fig. 21). As you chatter away, the needle moves menacingly across the dial. At the 16th step it reaches the right-hand end of the scale — time to sign off?

Note: The pads in the centre are very close together, ensure that they are separated when making PCBs from this track layout.

Have a normal photocopy made, ensuring good dense black image. Spray ISOdraf Transerentiser onto copy in accordance with supplied instructions.

ISOdraf is available from Cannon & Wrin, 68 High Street, Chislehurst, Kent. Tel: 01-467 0935.

Place a positive transparency onto photosensitised copper clad fibre glass, cover with glass to ensure full contact. Expose to Untraviolet light for several minutes (experiment to find correct time — depends on UV intensity).

Develop PCB in Sodium Hydroxide (available from chemists) until clean track image is seen, wash in warm running water. Etch in hot Ferric Chloride, frequently withdrawing PCB to allow exposure to air. Wash PCB in running water, dry, and drill holes, normally using a 1mm drill bit.
ELMAST INSTRUMENT CASE
20 x 13 x 1 217mm deep £10 ea (£2.20)

REGULATORS
Lm317 PLUG IN PCB of 40 pin variable £2.20
Lm2902 PLUG IN PCB of 28 pin 1 2.20
7805/7905/7912/24v plastic 450 100 20 100 15 £2.20
7812/7912/24v plastic 450 100 20 100 15 £2.20
7805/7905 TO-92 1 2.20
CA7410 TRANSISTOR 1 2.20
LM308 5A VARIABLE £1.20

CPU4
8086 processor equipment £3.50
USED H412BU-10 £3.50
4164-15 ex equipment £2.50
9 x 4126-15 5.5mm MODULE NEW £3.50
4126-15 SURFACE MOUNT NEW BOXES £3.50
HD416818 CLOCK IC £1.20
2864 EPROM £1.20
27126A 2506 EPROM NEW £3.50
1770 FLIPPY DISC CONTROLLER CHIP £1.20
68099 PROCESSOR EX BOX £3.50
ALL USED EPROMS ERASED AND BLANK CHECKED CAN BE USED 4.10
27128-25/30 USED £1.20
2716-45 USED £1.20
ALL USED EPROMS ERASED AND BLANK CHECKED CAN BE USED £1.20
41256-15 £1.20
CA3085 TO-99 variable reg £1.20
7812 METAL 12V 1A £1.20
LM317T PLASTIC TO-220 variable £1.20
ELMASET INSTRUMENT CASE £1.20
TURNS COUNTING DIALS FOR 300µF 350V SIC SAFCO FELSIC 037 £1.20
ZIF SOCKETS £1.20
7.2 volts 1.8 A/hr. 0 CELLS IN PACKS OF 6 NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES £1.20
POWER TRANSISTORS OC35 (Marked CV784) £1.20
POWER FET IRF350 8A 60V £1.20
2CS2100 100v sm FS200 £1.20
TIP3055 TIP355 £1.20
SE5010 100V 10A DARL TIMP211 £1.20
2SD305 EX EQPT TESTED £1.20
PLASTIC 2035 OR 2955 equiv 50p £1.20
27392NP 25A 16V £1.80 £1.20
BD131 £1.20

QUARTZ HALOGEN LAMPS A11/26V 125WATTS £2.25
5 x 60W CAR SPOT £2.25
NICKEL CADMUM BATTERIES 7.2 volts 1.8A chr cells in packs of 6 £5.25 each £1.20
ZIF SOCKETS TEXTOLIT single in line 32 way. Can be ganged (coupled supplied) for use with any dual in line devices. £1.20
LARGE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS COMPUTER GRADE 330µF 50V SAFCO FELICO 037 £1.20
TURNS COUNTING DIALS FOR MULTI TURN POTENTIOMETERS 15 turn dial 21mm dia. 16 x 0.25" spindle £2.50
10 turn dial 21 mm dia. 16 3mm spindle £2.50
10 turn digital dial (3 digits) for 3mm or 6mm shaft £2.50
10 turn clock face dial for 6mm spindle £2.50
60 turn dials can be drilled to fit 25" spindles £2.50

HUMIDITY SWITCH ADJUSTABLE £2
12cm 250mm £1.20
NEW ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS 40kHz £1.50 par 10 CORE CABLE OVERALL SCREEN £1.20
POWERFUL SMALL CYLINDRICAL MAGNETS £0.50 AMP LM2510 £0.50
INC TO 50 OHM SMD SCREENED CHASSIS SOCKET £0.50 INC TO CROC CLIPS LEAD 1 metre £1.00
MOLDED INDUCTOR 470H £1.20

MAIL ORDER ONLY
MINIMUM ORDER £3.00 OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME UNIVERSITIES COLLEGES SCHOOLS GOVT DEPARTMENTS ACCOUNT ORDER £10.00 P&P AS SHOWN IN BRACKETS (MINIMUM ITEMS £5) elsewhere (LIGHT ITEMS) ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BOUGHT FOR CASH

TEL: 0279-505543
FAX: 0279-775765
P O BOX 634
BISHOPS STORTFORD
HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2RX
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Even small amounts of sound information are useful to a profoundly deaf person. A new device under development translates sound into vibrations which can be received by touch.

Profoundly or completely deaf people could find lipreading much easier in future if the results of a new electronic-based research programme at Exeter University are successful.

The idea of using tactile stimulation to provide profoundly deaf people with an indication of the presence of sound is not new. Bone-conduction hearing aids have been used for many years, but their effectiveness is limited because of acoustic feedback and the small amplitude of vibration available. So some years ago the RNID, The Royal National Institute For The Deaf, in conjunction with the University of Exeter, decided to design a simple device which would provide a high level of vibration and give deaf people an awareness of sound around them.

The design was deliberately restricted to only providing an indication of the temporal pattern of the sound and its amplitude. By limiting the aims of the project, Exeter's Department of Physics felt the design objectives could be more readily met and the cost would be kept low, thereby keeping it within the budget of the target market, the profoundly deaf.

The result of this research was the Tactile Acoustic Monitor (TAM), an unobtrusive wrist-worn vibrator unit, very similar to a wristwatch to outward appearances, but with the rest of the unit small enough to be placed in a pocket.

Fig. 1 shows the design of TAM which has a constant frequency, constant amplitude output. In short, it works like this: the incoming signal is amplified and feeds a level detector, the threshold level of which can be adjusted by the user-operator.

When a signal goes above this level it causes an oscillator to operate and, through the output driver, activates a piezo-electric vibrator. The oscillator runs around 190Hz. A led is switched in on the output of the driver system to indicate visually to the wearer that the system is operating, and is also a visible indicator of the presence of sound.

Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity of the device over the frequency range from 100Hz to 10Hz. The output from the wrist-worn vibrator has been measured on an IEC mechanical coupler (artificial mastoid). This provides a suitable means for measuring the output from a range of tactile devices in a reasonably realistic manner.

Fig. 3 shows the output of the vibrator for a varying input signal. The adjustment of the threshold level control alters the manner in which the temporal pattern is presented, and this indicates the necessity of using a setting which covers the range of sounds in the user's environment. We can also see here how the device can be used to monitor ambient noise levels by appropriate adjustment of the threshold level.

The net result means the TAM has a number of everyday uses, including:

- Telling the wearer that somebody is talking to them, even if the wearer is not looking directly at them. This is particularly useful in offices, when the
wearer is looking at the desk, and somebody wants to attract their attention.

Warning signals, such as telephone pads, fire alarms, door bells etc can all be picked up. The temporal pattern of the signal is closely followed, which means the wearer can differentiate between various sounds.

Computer controlled logic and chip analyser.

EPROM PROGRAMMER SET277 £25.25

Computer controlled unit for 4K Eproms.

MICRO-CHAT SET276 £64.50

Computer controlled speech synthesiser.

MICRO-SCOPE SET247 £44.50

Turns a computer into an oscilloscope.

MICRO-TUNER SET257 £55.32

Computer controlled, tuning aid and freq counter.

MORSE DECODER SET269 £22.16

Computer controlled morse code-decoder.

Three detector circuits - KIT 275.1

Optional computer control circuit - KIT 275.3

Six detector circuits - KIT 275.4

SINGLE ZONE CONTROL

EVENT COUNTER SET278 £22.16

EVENT COUNTER SET278

With timed duration control and latching LED monitor.

Both units can be used with any standard detection devices, such as contact or magnetic switches, pressure pads, tremblers, ultrasounds, infrared etc, and will activate standard bells, strobes or sirens.

**LEARN BY BUILDING** **ENJOY BY USING**

**PROJECT KITS**

**BE CREATIVE** **RAISE YOUR SKILLS** **GET KITTED!**

**COMPUTER KITS**

The software listings published with the computer kit projects are for use with C64, PET and BBC computers.

CHIP TESTER SET258F £39.30

Computer controlled logic and chip analyser.

EPROM PROGRAMMER SET277 £25.25

Collections of chips, and components, are programmed.

MICRO-CHAT SET276 £64.50

Computer controlled speech synthesiser.

MICRO-SCOPE SET247 £44.50

Computers into oscilloscopes.

MORSE DECODER SET269 £22.16

Computers into morse code-decoders.

**BURGLAR ALARM CONTROLLERS**

MULTIZONE CONTROL

SET280 £22.77

Two entry-zones, anti-tamper loop, personal attack, entry-exit timing, timed duration, automatic resetting, latching LED monitors.

SINGLE ZONE CONTROL

SET279 £9.32

With timed duration control and latching LED monitor.

Both units can be used with any standard detection devices, such as contact or magnetic switches, pressure pads, tremblers, ultrasounds, infrared etc, and will activate standard bells, strobes or sirens.

**VARIOUS**

VOICE SCRAMBLER SET287 £42.22

32 switchable channels to keep your communications confidential.

STORMS!

£29.50 each unit

Raw nature under panel control! Wind & Rain SET250W.

THUNDER & LIGHTNING SET250T £45.50

Rain and lightning on tap.

RAIN & LIGHTNING SET250R £37.82

Rain and lightning on tap.

KJONG ENGLISH

Three detector circuits - KIT 275.1

Optional computer control circuit - KIT 275.3

Six detector circuits - KIT 275.4

**ASTRONOMY**

**SIDEREAL CLOCK**

SET295 £49.50

Dual purpose star-time and solar-time digital clock with alarm.

**ENVIRONMENT**

**WEATHER CENTRE**

Keep the Met Office in check and monitor the wind speed and direction, rain, temperature, soil moisture and sunny days.

Six detector circuits – KIT 275.1

£10.07

Automatic metered control monitor circuit – KIT 275.2

£60.95

Optional computer control circuit – KIT 275.3

£14.20

**ELECTRONIC BAROMETER**

SET285 £35.55

Computer controlled unit for monitoring atmospheric pressure.

**GEIGER COUNTER SET264** £59.50

A nuclear radiation detector for environmental and geological monitoring. With built in speaker, meter and digital output. This project was demonstrated on Bitic TV.

**ORDERING**

Send 9"x4" S.A.E. for catalogue and all enquiries (overseas send £1.00).

Send 9"x4" S.A.E. for detailed catalogue, and all enquiries (overseas send £1.00 or 5½ R.C.'s). Add 15% VAT. Add P&P - Sets over £5 add £2.50. Others add £1.50.

Add VAT, P&P and insurance - Geiger 264 and Weather 275 £1.50, others 50p, plus 50p post or large SAE. Insurance 50p per £5. MAIL ORDER, CWO, CHQ, PO, ACCESS VISA. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri, 9am – 6pm. 0689 37821. (Usually answering machine).

PHONOSONICS, DEPT P92, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED.

MAIL ORDER
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**PHONOSONICS, DEPT PE92, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED.**
The Editorial of PE Feb 89 reported that at the opening of the current Parliamentary session, the Queen had announced that the Government intended to introduce legislation providing for new systems of route guidance for drivers.

The Queen was referring to the system known as Autoguide, a computerised traffic guidance network that will have significant benefits for drivers across Britain and, with international cooperation, across Europe as well.

Following which an experimental infrared system that was overwhelmingly in favour, by April 1987, the responses to the proposals were overwhelmingly in favour, following which an experimental infrared system of transceiving beacons was installed between Westminster and Heathrow Airport. Among those participating were London Buses, British Airways Authority, AA, RAC, GEC Traffic Automation, Plessey Controls, Austin Rover Group, Texas Instruments, Westminster City Council, W.S. Atkins and Partners, Wootton Jeffreys and Partners, and SIA Ltd. Organisations in West Germany are also carrying out similar trials around Munich and Berlin. The Parliamentary legislation required will cover licensing arrangements for the network operators, participating drivers, and such mundane things as the right to dig up the street to put in necessary cables.

**THE SYSTEM**

Autoguide is a system giving drivers recommended routes to their selected destinations using a dashboard-mounted display. (Fig.1). It gives advice based on constantly updated information about traffic congestion, accidents, roadworks and bad-weather conditions. The data will originate from a variety of sources, including the police, urban traffic and motorway control centre, the motoring organisations, meteorological centres, and highway authorities. Safeguards are to be built in to prevent the system from shifting congestion from one area to another.

Along the route are electronic signposts — small infrared beacons transmitting coded maps to an in-vehicle computer. This decodes the information and displays simple advice to the driver on an LCD monitor screen, possibly accompanied by a synthesised speech message. It is expected that Autoguide could help to reduce average journey times by as much as 10%, and reduce mileage by about 6%. Assuming around half a million users in the London area, annual savings in the region of 125 million could result. An expected reduction of road casualties by around 500 annually will be a further benefit.

**EARLY TRIALS**

In the early stages of the trials the merits of microwave and infra-red transmission techniques were examined. It was found that microwave reception was erratic under busy traffic conditions, and infra-red techniques appeared to offer a better technological solution.

The initial scheme sited three beacons in Westminster, one at Heathrow and one on the M4 motorway. (Fig.2). Each trial beacon is independent and not connected to a control centre, consequently there is no dynamic re-routing taking current conditions into account. Despite the limitations, this scheme demonstrates the feasibility of taking journeys of up to 20 miles under full route guidance.

**JOURNEY COMMENCEMENT**

The vehicle driver at the start of the journey uses a keypad to enter the co-ordinates of the destination, currently by means of a national grid reference, though ultimately a postcode or telephone number might be entered. In a full system commonly used destinations would have their references stored in memory for immediate keyed recall.

Once the destination has been entered the LCD screen will display the "as the crow
flies' distance to it and its direction (Fig.3A). At this time the unit will not yet have received data from an on-route beacon, and so will not know the best route to take. Until the first beacon is reached, the system will remain in an autonomous mode and simply keep track of the distance covered and the overall direction. On receipt of data from the first beacon encountered, the system will switch over to the fully automatic guidance mode.

In this mode the display will show a three-arrow symbol, as in Fig.3B, indicating that the "road ahead" should be followed, however much it may twist and turn. Prior to a turn from the main direction the unit gives an audible warning, and the display changes. The warning distance will depend on the type of road - typically about a kilometre on a motorway, 300 metres on a suburban road, though in narrow slow-speed city roads it could be as little as 50 metres.

TURNING INDICATION

The "turn ahead" message is shown by an arrow in the relevant direction, together with a bar graph indicating the distance to the turn (Fig.3C). The bar graph markings will decrease as the vehicle gets nearer to the turn. As an additional aid to some turnings, a lane recommendation will be displayed as well, facilitating the driver's smooth transversal of a roundabout, for example. Textual messages can also be displayed, telling drivers which road signs should be followed.

Each time a box of any beacon is passed it transmits further data to the vehicle's computer - all the driver needs to do is follow the recommendations. Indeed, the driver will be unaware that the vehicle has passed into another beacon's region. Should an incorrect turning be made inadvertently, the system will automatically show information that will allow the driver to get back on course.

DESTINATION ZONE

Once in the beacon region containing the destination the unit will remain in automatic guidance mode until the vehicle is quite close. Outside London, this could be within 500 metres of the destination, though within Central London could be within 100 metres. When the vehicle crosses into the final zone, the unit will switch back to autonomous mode. For this part of the journey guidance will be by a dead-reckoning assessment of position, but the accuracy could be within 10 metres.

If the destination is outside a beacon region, the recommended route is followed until the edge of the final beacon is reached. The unit then switches to the autonomous mode, giving indications of direction and distance to the destination, though of course, the dead-reckoning errors will begin to accumulate. In such situations the use a normal motoring map may still be needed for the last part of the journey. (Accompanied by occasional glances at the heavens for celestial guidance in the accustomed manner!)

BEACON SITES

It is proposed that at each beacon site there will be several beacon heads, positioned so that for most approaches to a junction there will be at least two heads pointing towards oncoming traffic. Each set of beacon heads will be connected to its own controller, this in turn will be connected back to the main control centre. Thus real-time traffic data can be collected and disseminated as appropriate. (The present demonstration system does not include a control centre, though one will be included in the full system.)

Where possible the beacon heads will be mounted on existing posts, such as traffic light posts, though by necessity may be mounted on their own posts, or in other fashions. For example, at the Heathrow experimental site, two beacon heads are mounted to either side of the tunnel portals. On motorway sites, in order to increase the power of the infrared transmission, and so extend the range for fast moving traffic, two heads will be mounted on each side of the carriageway. It is proposed that additional road-side equipment and cabling should be taken of existing signalling installations to minimise the installation of additional road-side equipment and cabling.
VEHICLE UNITS
For the purposes of the demonstration experiment, the vehicle units consist of five main items, display, control, processor, transceiver and magnetic sensor. Additionally, connections are made to the vehicle's odometer, for distance monitoring, and to the radio loudspeaker system.

The infrared transceiver is mounted behind the vehicle's windscreen, typically beside the rear view mirror. It receives the data from the beacon heads, and transmits signals back to the beacons. The incoming data is processed by a microcomputer that keeps track of the vehicle's location and sends information to the driver's display screen. It additionally passes journey time details back to the transceiver. For the demonstration purposes the computer is a separately mounted unit, though ultimately it will probably be integrated with the display unit.

The magnetic sensor is a solid-state device that senses the Earth's magnetic field enabling vehicle direction assessments to be made. It will typically be mounted in the roof of the vehicle, well away from the magnetic disturbances of the engine.

BEACON DATA
The beacons hold four main types of data - map data containing information on road links, turning information, zones or destination areas, and recommended routes. The data is stored as an 8 kilobit block and is transmitted at the equivalent rate of 125 kilobits per second. For each beacon region details are stored of appropriate route links. Each link consists of a series of straight line vectors, and the vehicle processing unit tracks the current location by matching distance and direction travelled against the stored vectors. Map data is stored as tabulated grid references for each vector, together with the connections between links. When in automatic guidance mode, the precise location is updated at the end of each vector so that cumulative dead-reckoning errors are minimized. The processor also accepts account of which direction arrow to display, how the bar-graph distance display should be notated, whether lane recommendations should be shown, and if additional texts are required.

The computer is additionally responsible for determining the data to be sent by the vehicle to the beacon. Principally this will relate to details of the journeys between beacons, including distances and transit times.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Originally, the initial developments of an automatic guidance system had been separately pursued in the UK and in West Germany. By 1986 it was evident that the researchers in both countries were arriving at similar conclusions, and a collaborative approach was adopted. Though there were some differences of opinion, these were resolved and a combined draft proposal was established. The final agreed draft standard is expected to become the basis for wider international agreements for full international compatibility of Autoguide-type systems. The standard does not dictate what form the control centre and in-vehicle equipment should take. Its intention is to ensure that the data transmission conforms to standard format and meaning.

Fig.4. Example of zoning system for a London region

Fig.5. Possible beacon sites in Central London
COMMERCIAL OPERATION

The implementation of Autoguide is intended to be a commercially profitable venture and drivers will have to pay for the privilege of using the system. As a personal opinion, I would have preferred to pay for it through the normal road-tax system - after all, we don't have to pay for the right to use traffic lights and road signs. To me, Autoguide should be regarded as a natural extension to other essential traffic guidance systems, especially as the nation as a whole will benefit from better traffic movements.

However, in keeping with the modern trend away from governmental financing of society's requirements, Autoguide will be operated on a commercial basis. One proposal is that users of Autoguide should pay a licence fee, officially quoted as "nominal", in return for which they would be allocated a private access number (pan). Each pan would relate to an individual in-vehicle unit which would function correctly for a specific period once the number had been entered. (I hope the pans can't expire during a complex dynamic re-routing operation in an unknown locality.)

To maintain international compatibility, foreign drivers visiting the UK would be issued with temporary pans for the duration of their visit. It is expected that UK travellers would be extended similar permits during trips abroad, though it is possible that not all countries will charge for use of the system.

UK operators will have the right to set their own charges made to subscribing motorists, though the upper limit will be set by Parliament.

ENCRYPTION

The draft standard proposal covers the implementation of beacon data encryption so ensuring that commercial revenues are protected. It appears that legislation will prohibit the use of non-registered Autoguide-compatible equipment, and the use of pan-bypassing circuitry.

It also appears that a further safeguard to revenue collection will be implemented - the draft standard proposes that vehicles must communicate back to the beacons in order to receive information from them. The vehicle's response data would consist of inter-beacon travel times, though coded recognition signals will probably be required as well.

Reassuringly, the draft standard emphasises that no permanent record of the vehicle's passing will be stored at the control centre. We know that Big Brother (or is it 'Sister'?) is already watching us in many ways, but it would seem that we shall retain privacy concerning where we travel and for what reason. I also conclude that enforcement of speed limits will not be facilitated by the Autoguide system. It is recognised that exceeding speed limits is a major social problem, but if Autoguide were to be used for recording details of offending drivers, the attractiveness of the system would become questionable and perhaps deter drivers from installing it.

Although the scheme will be operated by commercial organisations, the integrity of the system and the responsibilities of the operators will remain subject to Parliamentary control and regulation.

THE NEXT STAGE

Following the Westminster-Heathrow demonstration tests, the next stage will be the commencement of a pilot scheme covering the entire London area out to the M25. The beacon density will be limited to begin with, and only cover the major routes carrying high proportions of through traffic. However, additional parameters will be assessed by experimentally equipping one section of London, the wedge bounded by the M40/A40 and the M3/A316 radial routes, with a beacon density and coverage having the same detail as would be expected in a full system. The intention is to upgrade the system to full commercial availability in the London area by 1991, with a rapid expansion to national coverage in the early part of the 1990s.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Paul Channon, the Secretary of State states that, "Autoguide will help drivers to avoid hold-ups, reduce unnecessary miles driven and help to reduce road casualties. It will be a major contribution towards reducing the increase in traffic congestion and improving the quality of road travel. It has enormous potential for increasing driver's personal freedom and delivering economic savings. Problems with routing and navigation information currently cost the nation over 2 billion each year. "There are benefits for all road users: for car drivers, particularly when making unfamiliar trips; for business travellers when time costs money; for delivery drivers - time can be saved using up-to-date information; and for bus passengers who will benefit from shorter journey times because of reduced congestion."

Autoguide may not cure traffic problems, but it most certainly appears to offer a better way to go and no doubt many back seat drivers may need to seek new employment...

See page 47 for Jim Naylor's comment!
For once there is some good news. Astronomers have long been awaiting the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope - the 94-inch reflector which is scheduled to be put into orbit round the Earth, and should revolutionize all astronomical observation. Successive delays have followed the Challenger disaster, and the launch of the HST has been given as early 1990, but the revised date is now December 1989 - apparently there has been a switch with a military payload which was originally scheduled for this launch. The Shuttle will be the Discovery, which has made several successful flights.

Two more cometary suicides have been noted. Both were detected by SMM, the Solar Maximum Mission probe, during October of last year; they were officially designated 1988m and 1988n. Both were quite large, but both were destroyed as they approached perihelion.

Another old friend has been found once more. This is the minor planet Hapag, No. 724, which was originally discovered in 1911 by J. Palisa, and named after a shipping line (the Hamburg America line). It was observed only at this opposition - and was then lost. It had been faintly given, but in November 1988 two Japanese astronomers, T. Hioki and N. Kawasato, detected an asteroid which was designated 1988 VG(2), but which has now been identified with Hapag. This is surely an achievement. Hapag is not large, and its magnitude never rises much above 15.

This means that of all asteroids which have been officially numbered, only two are still missing. One of these, 878 Mildred, is unremarkable, but the other is 719 Albert, one of the Earthgrazers. Like Hapag, it was discovered by Palisa in 1911. It was found to have a period of 4.4 years, and a perihelion distance only just outside that of the orbit of the Earth. Unfortunately it was not recovered, and it has now been lost for so long that its recovery must be regarded as largely a matter of luck. Yet we must not abandon hope. No. 1862 Apollo, which has given its name to a whole class of Earthgrazers, was found originally in 1932 but was then lost until its recovery in 1973 - so perhaps Albert and Mildred will also turn up in due course.

It now seems that the University of Arizona will, after all, be able to build a major observatory on the summit of Mount Graham, 10,700 feet above sea-level. Environmentalists have constantly frustrated these plans, but have now been defeated by legislation passed through Congress, so that construction may well begin in the near future.

CASSINI

Of all the worlds in the Solar System, one of the most intriguing must be Titan, the largest satellite of Saturn - and, incidentally, the largest satellite in the Solar System apart from Ganymede in Jupiter's family (though there must be lingering doubts about Triton, the senior attendant of

The Sky This Month

Planets are in rather short supply this February! Mercury is theoretically a morning object, but lies in the southern hemisphere of the sky and is not likely to be seen; Venus is moving in toward the Sun and is also too low for all intents and purposes out of view, while Saturn rises not long before the Sun and is very low down. This leaves Mars and Jupiter, both of which are in the evening sky. Jupiter, in Taurus, remains brilliant, but Mars has now declined to magnitude 0.8 or thereabouts, so that it is not much brighter than Aldebaran, while the apparent diameter has decreased to below 7 seconds of arc. There is no opposition of Mars in 1989, and during the summer the planet will not be much brighter than the Pole Star.

The Moon is new on February 6, and full on the 20th. On the 20th there is a total lunar eclipse, but in Europe it is not visible except for the north-easterly part of the continent. To see the eclipse, go to Australia, parts of Asia, or the Arctic. Totality lasts from 14h 57m GMT to 16h 15m GMT (However, the total lunar eclipse of next August 17 will be observable from Britain.)

Orion continues to dominate the evening sky. It is worth noting that this year Betelgeux, the orange-red supergiant, is rather less brilliant than it was in 1987-8; it is decidedly variable, and though it has no definite period there is a rough one of around five years. At minimum, however, Betelgeux is still appreciably brighter than Aldebaran, despite the statements found in many books. It merits its title of 'supergiant'; its huge globe could swallow up the entire orbit of the Earth round the Sun. Yet it is 'only' about 15,000 times as luminous as the Sun, whereas Rigel could match at least 60,000 Suns.

This is the best time of the year for watching Sirius, in Canis Major, which is much the brightest star in the sky (though it cannot rival some of the planets). It is pure white, but its low altitude, plus its great brilliance, makes it flash various colours. Strangely, some of the ancient astronomers called it 'red', but this must surely be an error in interpretation.

Capella in Auriga is near the zenith; Cassiopeia is in the north-west, Ursa Major in the north-east. In the east Leo, the Lion, has come into view, and will remain prominent until well into the summer. To find it, use the 'Pointers' in Ursa Major in the direction opposite to the Pole Star; you will reach the curved line of stars always known as the Sickle of Leo, of which the leading member is the first-magnitude Regulus.

There are no major meteor showers this month. As a matter of academic interest, D'Arrest's periodic comet passes perihelion on February 4; it is an old friend, with a period of 6.4 years, and has been at almost all returns since its discovery in 1851 by Heinrich D'Arrest. However, its present magnitude is only about 20, so that very large telescopes are needed to show it.
Neptune, whose diameter is uncertain; we ought to know next August, when Voyager 2 makes its pass of the Neptunian system). Titan has a dense atmosphere, made up chiefly of nitrogen together with a considerable quantity of methane. All the ingredients for life exist, though the intense cold presumably means that Earth-type life has never become established there. The surface temperature is near the triple point of methane; it has been suggested that there may be cliffs of solid methane, rivers of liquid methane, and a methane rain dripping all the time from the orange clouds which constantly cover the sky.

Voyager 1 showed nothing apart from the top of a layer of what may be termed orange smog. Voyager 2 did not go close to Titan — it had moved out of the ecliptic, and would have been unable to go on to Uranus and Neptune. So little more could be learned before the dispatch of a special probe. This has been planned for some year, and has been named in honour of G.D. Cassini, the 17th-century Italian astronomer who discovered the main division in Saturn's rings as well as four satellites (Iapetus, Rhea, Dione and Tethys). The cutbacks in the NASA programme have delayed Cassini, but now there has been an agreement between NASA and the European Space Agency which alters the situation completely. It now seems that Cassini will be sent up in 1996. The journey will be a long one, and the arrival time is given as the year 2002.

However, this is much better than had been expected, and there is no reason to doubt that the project is entirely feasible. It will, of course, involve both an orbiter and a lander. What it will find remains to be seen; we have to admit that at the moment we have very little idea of what the surface of Titan is like — and no doubt there will be many surprises in store for us.

Do not miss a single issue of Astronomy Now

Britain's leading astronomical magazine
Edited by well known astronomer and regular contributor to Practical Electronics
Dr. Patrick Moore CBE
Place a regular order with your newsagent or for £15.00 (overseas £18.00) take out an annual subscription from Intra Press, Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA

LEADING EDGE
Continued from page 8

In many respects the situation likely to arise over databases is similar to that which already exists with a cd rom. There is in theory a standard format for cd rom, called HSG (High Sierra Group, after the hotel in which computer specialists locked themselves away to set a standard). But there is still no guarantee that HSG cd rom disc designed for one hardware/software combination will run on another combination. Silly things, like the presence of a mouse driver or memory management system, can crash some search programs as they sift data from a cd rom, while programs for other discs run happily.

Grateful to Oracle for arranging a non-partisan briefing, but struggling to make sense of what I heard, I could not help thinking back around thirty years to a system which legal offices used to search through case and file reports. They typed information on index cards, with holes and slots punched round the edges. To search for cards with matching data, you pushed knitting needles through the holes and shook the cards. Any cards with a slot instead of a hole fell out of the pack, signifying a matched data requirement. That simple technique was probably the first working example of a relational database. One might say that since then it's been down hill all the way.

AUTOGUIDE
Comment to page 45

"...No doubt many back seat drivers may need to seek new employment..."
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In an article in PE FEB-MAR 88 an add-on board which enabled a BBC-B to be used as a logic analyser was described. In use as a logic analyser digital signals generated by a target system are collected into ram and then analysed or displayed. If an analogue to digital converter is used in conjunction with this device the result is a storage oscilloscope which similarly can display or analyse an input analogue voltage signal. The figure shows the connections necessary to use the logic analyser device in this manner. The analogue to digital converter I have used for this purpose is a Motorola MC10319.

Any fast a-to-d converter could be used but since the logic analyser samples at 16MHz the expense of a really fast (100MHz or greater) converter is not justified and for a similar reason exceeding 8 bits is of no value. The MC10319 sampling at 25MHz fits the requirements admirably; it also gives 3-state ttl outputs and a wide input voltage range of ±2V. The wide choice of triggering conditions on the logic analyser may be used in conjunction with the digital outputs on the converter to give any desired trigger level to initiate collection. Once digitised the signal may be displayed as a trace in any way desired by the user by writing suitable software. As an example, in my own case the software allows voltage and time scales to be changed and for any base address within the 2K x 8 collected data to be chosen*. The same data sample may be repeatedly displayed until a satisfactory format is found. Alternatively the data may be processed in some way, eg smoothed, Fourier analysed or correlation functions calculated (1).

It should be realised that the analogue signal is sampled at regular (short) time intervals and not continuously. With the highest frequency of sampling at 16MHz a 2MHz signal will be sampled only 8 times per cycle (frequency ratio = 8). This is adequate for most display purposes but does give a rather jagged impression if the software joins adjacent sampled voltages by a straight line, as the photograph shows. The problem is reduced if a larger frequency ratio is used. For analysis purposes a small ratio may be used and signals up to 8MHz may be sampled at which stage the limitations of the sampling theorem are met (2) and if attempts are made to sample at a lower frequency ratio than 2 aliasing occurs (2) leading to the impression that a low frequency signal is present.

A further problem is encountered in high frequency conversion relating to signal interaction between the digital and analogue parts of the circuit. This is minimised by careful pcb layout to avoid long paths between pins at ground and power line potentials; decoupling near the ic is also important (3). The quality of the reference voltage circuits is always of prime importance in a-to-d conversion. To obtain best results particular attention must be paid to these points.

REFERENCES
(1) Electronics for Experimentation and Research, particularly Appendix 3 and 4, B.K. Jones, Prentice Hall 1986
(2) Ibid page 266
(3) Motorola data sheet MC10319, available from Axiom Electronics, High Wycombe

*This basic software (which may be developed by the reader to personal requirements) is available on floppy disc by sending £3 to cover costs and postage to the author, Dr. M. A. S. Sweet, School of Physics, RGIT, St. Andrews Street, Aberdeen, AB1 1HG.
The effects of variations in temperature on the timebase frequency stability are amongst the most detrimental factors affecting a u.c's accuracy, particularly if the instrument is used "in the field" where temperature changes are most severe.

Even though quartz has the lowest temperature coefficient of all known piezoelectric materials, a temperature change of just a few degrees Celsius can ruin the accuracy of a crystal oscillator.

Fig. 10 shows the change in nominal frequency of a typical AT-cut crystal for several angles of cut, in response to temperature variations around a central value of 25°C (approximate room temperature).

Note how a difference in cut of only a few minutes produces vastly differing temperature characteristics. Also, a certain angle of cut will be much more appropriate for a particular application than another. For example, over a 60°C range (-5°C to +55°C) the 35°07' cut produces a frequency change of only 6ppm, whereas the 35°10' cut gives rise to a change of 18ppm. However, for a 120°C range (-35°C to +85°C), the frequency of the 35°07' cut varies by 54ppm, whereas the maximum deviation for the 35°10' cut over this range is only 18ppm. Thus we can minimise frequency changes by selecting the optimum angle of cut to match the temperature range over which the crystal is expected to work.

Unfortunately, this expedient is rarely sufficient to provide the stability required by a u.c timebase; even if we achieve a stability of, say, 5ppm over a 0°C to +40°C range, this is still large enough to reduce the accurate u.c resolution from eight digits down to only five. Thus, we have two options: either we employ a circuit which attempts to cancel out the effects of temperature changes, or we control the crystal temperature in a special "oven".

Fig. 11. Effects of temperature compensation

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

The temperature compensated crystal oscillator (tcxo) incorporates a compensation network, built using temperature dependent components, which produces a voltage that varies with temperature. This voltage is applied to a variable capacitance (varactor) diode placed in parallel, or series, with the crystal such that changes in the voltage cause corresponding changes in the crystal frequency.

The compensation network is designed so that the frequency change caused by the varactor diode is almost exactly the opposite of the temperature induced frequency drift of the crystal itself — see Fig. 11.

An example of a compensated oscillator is shown in Fig. 12. The temperature variation of the thermistors generates a control voltage $V_C$, having a cubic law which is roughly equal and opposite to the cubic frequency variation of the AT-cut crystal shown in Fig. 10.

During manufacture, each oscillator is cycled through its temperature range and the corresponding frequency variation is recorded by a computer. This information is used to determine the values of $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$ required for optimum compensation.

Several manufacturers supply a range of tcxos, and some of the best models are capable of a frequency stability on the order of ±0.2ppm over a temperature range of -20°C to +70°C. There are also specialised circuits which employ a microprocessor-controlled d-to-a converter to generate a precise control voltage: such designs can increase the frequency stability to better than 1 in 10^7. However, even at this level we still cannot guarantee the accuracy of the 1sd of an 8-digit u.c over the entire temperature range.

OVENISED CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS (OCXOs)

Frequency deviations due to temperature changes can obviously be minimised if we maintain the crystal at a constant temperature. This is achieved by mounting the crystal (and ideally the oscillator circuit, too) inside a temperature controlled environment, or "oven" — see Fig. 13. (Incidentally, the quartz oscillator in your wrist-watch will probably have good frequency stability since it is constantly held at body temperature.)

To keep the temperature constant we require a stabilisation temperature around 20°C higher than the maximum anticipated ambient temperature; a value of 75°C is usually about right. At this temperature, we see from Fig. 10 that the 35°13' cut experiences a minimum in its drift characteristic and is thus ideally suited for use in the oven. The 35°05' cut, on the other hand, would not be suitable since its

Fig. 12. Typical TCXO arrangement
The rate of change of frequency with temperature is very large around 75°C. In practice, all crystals within a suitable range are measured to determine the precise temperature of their turning point, and the oven temperature is set accordingly.

In its simplest form, the oven temperature controller turns off the oven power when a maximum temperature is reached, and on again when it drops to a minimum, rather like a home thermostat.

However, far superior temperature control is achieved using a proportional controller which continuously varies the oven power in order to keep the temperature controller which continuously varies the control minimum, rather like a home thermostat.

Unfortunately, crystal ovens can be rather bulky and consume several watts of power - distinct disadvantages for battery-powered, portable equipment. Furthermore, a "warm-up" time is required before the timebase gets to its nominal frequency. Several units feature an "oven-ready" indicator (nothing to do with turkeys) which informs the user that the stable operating point has been reached.

**FURTHER LIMITATIONS**

With the use of temperature compensated and ovenised crystal oscillators, we reach a level of stability and accuracy where secondary effects, previously considered negligible, must now be taken into account.

The performance of a quartz crystal (just like the rest of us) changes substantially as it gets older, giving rise to a drift in frequency due to the crystal "aging".

Usually, the aging characteristic is exponential during the first months of a crystal's life, but gradually becomes more linear - see Fig. 14.

Aging effects occur because stresses on the crystal gradually decrease, and the quartz mass itself slowly changes due to the evaporation of quartz or the absorption of impurities.

Soldered sealed crystals usually exhibit the poorest aging rate since the sealing process causes imperfections to diffuse into the quartz: a frequency deviation of ±1 ppm per year is typical. "Resistance weld" and "cold weld" seals can minimise the contamination and thus reduce the aging rate to as little as ±0.2 ppm per year.

However, optimum performance is usually obtained from a vacuum sealed, glass enclosure; furthermore, the absence of gases surrounding the crystal often has the additional benefit of increasing the Q-factor.

Interestingly, the impurities responsible for aging have less effect on thicker quartz plates, and so for higher frequency applications, thick crystals operated at an overtone yield superior aging rates. Also, excessive power dissipation within the crystal usually worsens the aging characteristic - another good reason to avoid high drive levels.

Fortunately, the inaccuracies caused by aging can be minimised by regularly recalibrating the crystal oscillator against a primary standard.

**SHOCKING PROBLEMS**

Although temperature and aging are the major environmental influences on crystal oscillator accuracy, there are, unfortunately, several other factors which we should be aware of.

A graphical representation of environmental effects is given in Fig. 15.

Even though the crystal unit is a fairly rugged item, we must remember that a delicate slice of quartz is suspended inside the can. Thus, although a sudden jolt is unlikely to cause permanent damage, a shock of 10G sustained for a few milliseconds, or a continuous vibration of around 5G, can change the resonant frequency by a few parts in 10^8 - enough to affect the uct reading.

Also, ridiculous as it may seem, simply rotating the crystal through 180° can cause frequency deviations of a few parts in 10^8 due to changes in gravitational stresses near the quartz. Similarly, electromagnetic interference can degrade oscillator performance significantly, and even gamma radiation and neutron bombardment can cause a lasting change in the crystal's resonant frequency.

But don't despair: for most applications the quartz timebase serves as a convenient and reliable frequency standard, and is superior to most other standards on a price - for - price basis.

However, if we require ultimate accuracy, then careful design of the quartz oscillator and stringent control of operating and environmental conditions are not enough, and we must look to alternative schemes.

---

**Low-Cost Robotic Arm**

A low-cost robotic arm to improve academic learning experiences of severely physically disabled pupils is being developed by Battelle and Ohio State University's College of Special Education.

The device is a simplified version of robotic arms used in industrial applications, it being used by physically handicapped children to, for example, pick up and examine objects. In operation, it simulates wrist and elbow movement as well as simple grasping functions much like human motor functioning.

During the 18-month project, researchers will adapt existing rehabilitation equipment to fit the needs of disabled children. They will determine appropriate design features by evaluating physically disabled children's use of and reactions to the robotic arm during science education activities.

This is an effort to make school activities and materials more accessible to severely physically disabled children, says Battelle's Dr. Patti Baker. Many of them have never been able to take independent actions such as manipulating objects. This kind of activity is especially important in the science curriculum where the properties of materials are examined and the relationship between cause and effect are studied through hands-on activities.

One objective of the program is to keep costs to a minimum. Dr. Baker noted that robotic arms used in industrial applications are expensive because of their requirements for precise movements, speed, force, and payload.

In the present efforts, the computer-driven robotic arm is part of a desktop workstation. A child sits in front of an adaptive input device that replaces the standard computer keyboard and screen, and is presented with standard instructional tasks.

Programmed capabilities for the arm range from simple actions such as moving left, right, up, down and opening and closing a gripper mechanism (two metal fingers) to more complex tasks such as picking up a cup or using other educational tools. The computer screen provides visual data on the object's weight, texture, and other characteristics.

For More Information Contact: Battelle Institute Ltd., 15 Hanover Square, London, W1R 9AJ. Tel: 01-493 0184.
EDUCATION

FULL-TIME TRAINING COURSES

2 YEAR
BTEC NATIONAL DIPLOMA
Electronics and Communications Engineering
(TV, Computers, Programming, IT)

1 YEAR
BTEC NATIONAL CERTIFICATE
1. Electronic Equipment Servicing
(TV Video, CCTV)
2. Computing Technology
(Microprocessors, DataComms, Interfacing)
3. Information Technology
(Telecomms, Satellite TV, CD, Networks)
4. Software Engineering
(Assembler, BASIC, PASCAL, CADCAM)

COURSES COMMENCE
Monday 9th Jan. 24th April 1989

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
Dep: AA, 20 Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721

D.O.S. TRAINING XT/AT and Amstrad Compatibles. Works on any 5 1/4 floppy or hard drive combination. Disks and textbooks £16.00 + £1.25 p&p. ALSO Floppy Disks, 5 1/4 premium guaranteed quality. Double sided, double density for XT - £4.00 for 10 and AT. High density 1.2M Byte £2.25 for 10. All above disks include Box, Labels, Sleeves, Tabs. Bulk F.D. 5 1/4 £3.50 for10 DS/DD. Disks only. All disk guaranteed. Add p&p 65p per 10 disks. Cheques or money orders to: Shipman Company, Technical Training Centre, 3 Wilford Grove SKEGNESS, Lincs, PE25 3EZ.

Start training now for the following courses.

- Telecomms Tech C&G 271
- Radiocomm Amateur Licence C&G
- Microprocessor
- Introduction to Television

Send for our brochure - without obligation or telephone us on 06267 79398 (Ref: PE1/89).

Name..................................................

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School, 12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 SUN

HELP PE READERS!
Put projects into practice!
Project your component image here!
Phone Claire on 01-743-8888

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CLASSIFIED

Reach thousands of serious electronic and computer enthusiasts. Advertise in PE Classified pages: Rates 20p per word or £8.50 per single column cm (plus VAT). Send your advertisement with your remittance to PE, Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA. Tel: 01-743 8888.

LET PE WORK FOR YOU!

RETAILERS

BATH

L.F. HANNEY
77 Lower Bristol Road, Bath, Avon.
Tel: 0225-24811
Your electronics component specialist for
AVON, WILTS. & SOMERSET
Open every day, except on Thursday

BIRMINGHAM

"SUPERTRONICS"
Speakers, components and test equipment (new and used) at very competitive prices. Come and see us at
BIRMINGHAM
65 HURST STREET
BIRMINGHAM B5
TEL: 021 6166 6504
9-6pm

EDINBURGH

OMNI ELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of electronic components at
174 Dalkeith Road
Edinburgh EH 16 5DX
Tel: 031 667 2611
Open Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 9am-5pm
Send 2x18p stamps for NEW CATALOGUE!

SURREY

PLS
16 Central Road
Worcester Park
Surrey KT4 8HZ
Tel: 01-330 6540
Programmable device specialists. (PAL's, PROM's, PLD's etc). Many other components in stock
Come and see us at
55A Worcester Street, Worcester Park
Mon-Sat: 9-6 pm Tel: 0020 22039

WOLVERHAMPTON

WALTONS OF WOLVERHAMPTON
Established since 1947
Offering a complete range - ICs, transistors, switches, relays, capacitors, resistors, LEDs, diodes, test equipment, kits and lots more.
Come and see us at
55A Worcester Street, Wolverhampton
Mon-Sat: 9-6 pm Tel: 0902 22039
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Hour counter (used) 7 digit 7x5 dots dot matrix £2.50
Oval 8 ohm speakers 136x70nim £0.60
5 digit 6V electromagnetic counter £1.95
LNE mains suppressor 2x5nf + lOOnf £0.55
40 of 370vac 15.95 4uf + 100uf £0.55
Motor start capacitors 1.5uf 440vac £1.50
Brand new in makers can: f5:95, faulty £1.95
Stereo LW/MW/FM Tuner pre-amp assembly complete with BC559 transistor T092 PNP £3.95 per 100
7 segment C. anode led display 12mm £0.45
38000uf 20v £1.95 87000uf 10v £1.50
Cordless microphones or guitars etc £7.48
SAA1027 stepping motor driver chip £3.95
Resistors 1/4 W 5% carbon (E12) Ip metal film 1% (E24)
1/5W, 2.125 to 47.0W (10 values, 1 each)
FUSE KIT 20 x 52mm. 25-10amp £1.70 per 100
Resistor Twin Kit 1/4w and 1/2w C.F.
Component KITS Resistors, Capacitors, Transistors, Diodes etc.
Our Kits are ideal for the Development Lab, service engineer, Repairs Shop, Teoh Nicads AA - 80p HP11 -f2 PP3 -£4.20 Universal Chargers -£6.50
High Speed drills 0.8mm, 1.0mm, 1.3mm, 1.5mm, 2mm -30p
20mm fuse 0.1A to 5A quick blow - 5p
Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400mW - 8p1 watt - 12p
1N4148 - 2p
Polystyrene Capacitors 63V Wkg. E12 Series Axial Mounting
Ceramic plate/disc E6 Series 50V 22P to .047 - 2p
Subminiature Ceramic Plate 100V Wkg. E12 Series Vertical Mounting
Miniature Polyester Capacitors 250V Wkg. Vertical Mounting
1000/25 - 18p 10/16, 22/6 - 6p
Aluminium Electrolytics (MidsNolts)
22/16 - 30p 2.2/35, 0.1/35, BC107/8/9 - 12p
Metal Film YaW 10130 to IMO 5% E12 series - 2p 1% E24 series - 3p
100 off per value - 75p
Resistors tools etc always in stock
FACTORY CLEARANCE SALE
Printed Circuit Boards, 68" by 48" silvered, single-sided, double-sided, glass and paper, 1/32" to 1/16"
Diodes Etc...
Many more items available, telephone or write for free stock sheets.
Electronic Circuits are.
Full range of Thyristors, Relays, Fuses, Connectors, Transformers, PC Board Connectors, Printed Circuit Boards, Components etc.
Let us quote on any project you may have.

Phone Claire Hansom
with your classified ad!
01-743 8888

We now accept payment by Access and Visa

You can also use PE
Fax Line: 01-743-3062

Component KITs Resistors, Capacitors, Transistors, Diodes etc.
Some time, trouble and expense at the prospect of having the components you require.
We will also look over the development lab, service engineer, Repair Shop, Test Equipment and hard to find items purchasable on the spot.
We always work in handy reusable plastic tubes.

THE C.R. SUPPLY CO.,
127 Chiswell Road,
Sheffield S16 OHN.
Tel: 097711

A & G ELECTRONICS LTD
If you are buying Electronics Components elsewhere you are almost certainly paying too much.
Write to us for a free 1989 catalogue and start saving money.
Please send two 19p stamp towards postage.
P.O. Box 443 London E14 6JU Tel: 01-519-6149

HIDR Home HYRED
12 Amp 240 Volt complete Zero Voltage Proportional heater (no radio interface).
P0 34.45
1 Amp 240 Volt Phase Angle Controller -Light Dimmer (accepts 220/250 volt).
$0 34.45
$0 34.45
Printed Circuit Board Design, Using Computer Aided Design, Photoplotting, Rephototype PCB's. Special reductions for new clients
Call Neville Sanderson on: 0532-470253

N.C.A. DESIGNS

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Low cost production service: 5p per square centimetre (less for orders of 10 plus) - one off, 100 offs. Enquiries: Watling Wires, 62 Watling Street, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV11 6LJ. Tel: (0203) 382296.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Roller tinned and drilled. Solder resist and legend, if required, D/S 35p sq. ins. Plus post.- ART WORK. Layout of design to your circuit specifications by C.A.D. System. For further details contact R.D. ELECTRONICS, 12 WHITEOAKS ROAD, OADEBY, LEICESTER LE2 5YL Tel: (0533) 716273

SPECIAL OFFERS

UNUSED AND SURPLUS TO REQUIREMENTS
10 today: 2200, resistors 60p each, 2200 volts; £3.00 inc vat.
30 Precision potentiometers - £6.00 inc vat.
10 3/4" Rectangular; correct tolerances PC mount - £15.00 inc vat.
10 Miniature inductors - £5.00 inc vat.
20 Mixed 1/2 watt N.W. Resistors with variable T0 £4.00 inc vat.
30 Microfiche Punches £2.00 inc vat.

Free postage and packing £1.50 per pack.
BLORE-BARTON LTD Radham House, Burnham Bucks SL1 8AG

CLEARANCE SALE of computer components, transformers, capacitors, potentiometers etc. Send large S.A.E for free list. M. Dziubas, 158 Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs.

POWER SUPPLY MODULES: High accuracy, high stability linear-module modules, 6-way switched (3v to 15v), or continuously variable (3v to 20v). 1.5 amps, totally short-circuit proof. Requires only transformer, case & terminals to make a high quality Power Supply unit. Use two or more for multi-rail units. £1.95 each with full instructions, switch/pot ready wired. CUSTOM POWER SUPPLIES, PO BOX 558, BRISTOL BS99 1PN

Geiger tubes £29.00. Counters - fit your tubes £25. Silicon wafers £1.50. Universal laboratory camera £40.00. Tel: Mr Matthews on 040-376236

SURVEILLANCE

The practical surveillance solution

Ideal wadropper or baby monitor
Less than 1/2 matchbox size
Absolutely shockproof housing
Built-in sensitive microphone
Battery life 72 hrs (Alkaline)
Full 12 months warranty

Simply clip Omicron 2 to battery and hide - no adjustments, no fiddling, no fuss. Hear every sound perfectly on any ordinary home radio up to 1/4 mile away. This must be the easiest to use, no headache surveillance device available.

No quibble 14 day money back guarantee.

TRADE ENQUIRIES: MILLEA ELECTRONICS TEL: 841103

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT
Tunable 80-115 MHz, 500 metre range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL OFFER complete kit ONLY £5 POST FREE. Access orders telephone 021 411 1621. Cheques/ P.O.'s to: Quantek Electronics Ltd, (Dept P.S.), 45a Station Road, Northfield, Birmingham, B31 9TE

Surveillance devices, lasers, Tesla coils, scramblers, ultrasonic and many more, over 150 designs, send SAE to: Plancentre, Old Wharf, Dynock Road, Ledbury HR8 2HS
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**Classifieds**

**Books**

**Publishers!**
Advertise your books and magazines in Practical Electronics
Tel: 01-743-8888

Books


**Modern Books Co.**
19-21 Pread Street. London W2 1NP
for all your book requirements

**Surplus/Redundant Electronic Components Wanted**
ICs - Transistors - Diodes etc. any quantity considered - immediate payment.
ADM Electronic Supplies
Tel: 0827 873111 Fax: 0827 874835

**D.O.S. Training XT/AT and Amstrad Compatibles**
Works on any 5 1/4 floppy or hard drive combination. Disks and textbooks £16.00 + £1.25 p&p.
ALSO Floppy Disks, 5 1/4 premium guaranteed quality. Double sided, double density for XT - £4.00 for 10 and A.T. High density 1.2M Byte £5.25 for 10. All above disks include Box, Labels, Sleeves, Tabs. Bulk F.D. 5 1/4 £3.50 for 10 D.S.D. Disks only. All disks guaranteed. Add p&p 65p per 10 disks Cheques or money orders to: Shipman Company, Technical Training Centre, 3 Willford Grove SKEGNESS, Lincs, PE25 3EZ.

**D.O.S. Training XT/AT and Amstrad Compatibles**
Works on any 5 1/4 floppy or hard drive combination. Disks and textbooks £16.00 + £1.25 p&p.
ALSO Floppy Disks, 5 1/4 premium guaranteed quality. Double sided, double density for XT - £4.00 for 10 and A.T. High density 1.2M Byte £5.25 for 10. All above disks include Box, Labels, Sleeves, Tabs. Bulk F.D. 5 1/4 £3.50 for 10 D.S.D. Disks only. All disks guaranteed. Add p&p 65p per 10 disks Cheques or money orders to: Shipman Company, Technical Training Centre, 3 Willford Grove SKEGNESS, Lincs, PE25 3EZ.

**Printed Circuit Boards.**
Roller tinned and drilled. Solder resist and legend, if required, S/S 28p sq. ins.
D/S 35p sq. ins. Plus post - ART WORK. Layout of track design to your circuit specifications by C.A.D. System. For further details contact R.D. ELECTRONICS, 12 WHITEOAKS ROAD, OADBY, LEICESTER LE2 5YL Tel: (0533) 716273

**Wanted:**
Constructional Projects for publication to Electronic Enthusiasts, good rates.
Contact: Bill Williams, Telephone: 01-444-6706

**Back Numbers, Copies and Binders**
We can usually supply copies of back issue of PE up to three years old. These are £1.50 each including postage £2.00 for overseas readers.
If we no longer have the issue needed, we will be pleased to send a photocopy of the article for the project that you want to build. These are £1.00 each per issue, including postage (£1.50 to overseas readers).
We also have the latest binders available for PE, each holding twelve issues. Embossed in gold with the PE logo, they will make a handsome addition to your technical library as well as keeping your magazines in mint condition. They are available at only £3.95 inc. p&p. (Overseas readers please add £2.)

**Remember Subscribing to PE Avoids Future Disappointment**

---

**Program Now**
The Advanced Programmers' Journal
The one tool every programmer should have!
Available from all good newagents or direct from Intra Press - price £1.50
**Free Reader Adverts**

**Searching for that elusive component?**

**Surplus equipment to sell?**

Read the rules and fill in the form below to have your free ad published in PE BAZAAR.

---

**PE BAZAAR**

Please publish the following small ad: FREE in the next available issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or associated equipment. I have read the rules.

Signature

Date

---

**RULES**

Maximum of 16 words plus address and/or phone no. Private advertisers only (trade or business ads. can be placed in our classified columns). Items related to electronics only. No computer software. PE cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy of ads. or for any transaction arising between readers as a result of a free ad. We reserve the right to refuse advertisements. Each ad. must be posted within one month of cover date. (One month later for overseas readers).

Send this form (or a photocopy of it) to: PE Bazaar, Practical Electronics, 193 Uttridge Road, London W12 9RA.
The changes we have seen in technical education over the past few years — initiated by social divisions which technology have been quite bewildering. There have been so many innovations, at all educational levels, with state funding and ministerial enthusiasm appearing and disappearing with equal rapidity, that the mere onlooker gets the impression of an almost haphazard and piecemeal approach. There seems to be no firm and consistent policy based on a clear view of Britain's future as an industrialised country.

The only consistent thing motivating everyone is sheer panic. Our economic performance, measured by things like GNP per capita and share of world manufacturing exports, has been steadily moving down the league table of industrialised countries for thirty years or more. This was underlined strongly last November by the worst trade deficit ever experienced in the UK. Our manufacturers simply couldn't supply the goods the population was demanding — computers and televisions, for example — so the rest of the world kindly obliged and inundated us with imports.

Both government and industry realise full well that education is the root of the trouble. To begin with we don't have the right stuff in charge of our companies. The costly and limited output produced by the public schools may be fine fellows, but they are no match for the commercial onslaught from the USA, Germany, Japan and the USA. Farther down the industrial hierarchy, the UK workforce is poorly educated by comparison and still alienated by social divisions which hardly exist in the other countries. Overall, working in industry is perceived in Britain as dirty, dull and poorly rewarded — definitely not a place for high-flyers.

Fortunately, electronics seems to have a certain atmosphere of glamour and excitement about it. Perhaps this is due partly to the tremendous speed of innovation, with its opportunities for rapid business success, and partly to its applications in highly visible activities like television, aviation and warfare.

At any rate, the excitement and glamour, plus the rapidly decreasing prices of micro-electronic devices, gave the educational authorities a great opportunity. They were able to introduce electronics, computers and information technology — the very games at which our industrial competitors were beating us — to quite young schoolchildren.

One initiative in this field by the present government was the Microelectronics Education Programme. As far as I can discover, this experiment in further education was a great success, particularly the activities for 12-13 year olds based on a kit called Microelectronics for All. Other work, centered on computer programming, robots and buggies, was comparatively less successful in developing children's abilities. But in March 1986 the whole project ended. No more funding was provided.

Why not? One is bound to ask. Five and a half years — for that was the life of the scheme — is simply not enough time to have a lasting influence on the education and training of our young people. A residual advisory organisation, the Microelectronics Education Support Unit, was set up but has now been absorbed into the National Council for Educational Technology — which, of course, is concerned with educational technology, not technical education. It looks if there was a failure of confidence or political will, or a reaction that electronics was not important after all.

I've already discussed two other innovations by the present government, the City Technology Colleges (March 1987) and the national curriculum (March 1988). There are also the new GCSE, AS-level and BTEC courses and qualifications to add to the continually shifting educational kaleidoscope — and probably half-a-dozen more I don't know about. In technical education, what is certainly a very direct government response to the industrial challenge from our competitors is the Technical and Vocational Education Initiative (TVEI).

This scheme, which aims to provide technical and vocational education for 14-18 year olds, was started experimentally in 1983 with pilot projects run by 14 education authorities. It became a national scheme in 1987 and is now operated by most of the authorities. Some 70,000 pupils are taking part.

At first TVEI was regarded with great suspicion by many teachers, who saw it merely as a crude experiment in social engineering. In the words of one official, reported by a headmaster, "People must be educated once more to know their place." The teachers also saw it as just a means of providing a steady supply of factory fodder, drawn from the less privileged and lower-ability children in our schools.

Happily, the teachers hi-jacked the scheme and made it a much better thing of it than the Manpower Services Commission had ever intended. They adapted TVEI to provide not only an introduction to the world of work and its necessary skills but also a vehicle for real education in the sense of drawing out and developing the pupil as a human being. But even now some educationalists remain opposed to it.

Undoubtedly technical education does provide a doorway into full education. I have seen an example of the process. A young man who started off thinking logic was a electronic switching technique done with semiconductor chips soon discovered symbolic logic, propositions, arguments, deduction, inference, syllogisms and the whole, vast intellectual enterprise stretching back to Aristotle. Through this he became interested in philosophy and eventually took and passed several exams in this subject at graduate level. Such broadening out is a natural progression. The very first thing we learn is how to imbibe milk to stay alive. It's limited and specialised and therefore technical. Everything else branches out from this narrow bit of empirical knowledge.

But technical education can be more than just a means to a short-term economic end, forgotten when it has served its immediate purpose. It's not an accretion but an integral part of education. Used thoughtfully, it can lead to a deep understanding of physical reality, to an unfolding of intellectual powers and to the creativity that gives us new discoveries and inventions. The French, German, Japanese and Swiss education systems are guided by this long-term principle. Our political masters should take a lesson from them.

Technical education in the UK is a patchwork, started in panic and abandoned in haste. In reality, technical learning should be a major factor in developing growing minds.
NOTE. It is illegal to operate a transmitter in the UK without a licence to within 6 inches. Max sensitivity will detect MTX or similar of conversations. Undetectable by phone users. Measures 10mm x 55mm. transmitter at around 15-20 feet. 9V operation. Measures 55mm .

9V operation, range up to 1000m. Measures 30mm . 40mm.

£10.95

11V: operation with range up to 1000m.

Send 9.4 S.A.E. for full catalogue of these and other surveillance kits.

MANUFACTURED FOR

ENGLISH ELECTRONICS LTD

13 BOSTON RD.

LONDON W7 3SJ

Tel: 01 567 8910

OVERSEAS P&P:

Europe £3.50. Elsewhere £10. Send cheque/PO/

VISA

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

ORDERING INFORMATION:

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

FREE P&P on orders over £50 (UK only), otherwise add £1 + VAT

P.O. or Cheque to: NATIONAL COMPONENT CLUB, DEPT. PE, HIGHER ANSFORD, CASTLE CARY, SOMERSET BA7 7JG. SOFTWARE/ACCESS No. with order. 

FREE CLUB MEMBERSHIP
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NATIONAL COMPONENT CLUB

SPECIAL OFFERS * SPECIAL OFFERS

5 555 TIMER (IC's)

5 741 OP-AMPS

12 LED's (5mm red or green)

25 GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSISTORS (BC548, BC182 etc)

15 BATTERY CLIPS (PP3)

25 ASSORTED POTS & PRESETS

70 ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (1uf-2200uf)

25 ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (1uf-2200uf)

1 6V 1.8WA POWER SUPPLY

2 MYSTERY PACK

10 CROCODILE CLIPS (5 red and 5 black)

1 90db PIEZO SOUNDER

ANY SIX PACKS FOR A FIVER! ALL TWELVE FOR A TENNER!
READY-MADE P.C. BOARDS

Simplify your project assembly – use a ready-made printed circuit board. All are fully drilled and roller tinned. Just slot in the components as shown in the project texts, and solder them. PCBs are the professional route to project perfection.

MAIL ORDERING

Select the boards you want, and send your order to PE PCB SERVICE, PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, 193 UXBURY ROAD, LONDON W12 9RA.

Prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £2 per board for overseas airmail. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Intra Press.

Quote the project name and PCB Code Number, and print your name and address in Block Capitals. Do not send any other correspondence with your order.

TELEPHONE ORDERS (OPEN 24 HOURS)

Use your Access card and phone your order to 0268 289923 clearly stating your name and address, card number, and order details. All orders receive priority attention, but allow 28 days for delivery in case a PCB is temporarily out of stock.

WE CAN ONLY SUPPLY THE PCBs LISTED HERE

CHECK LATEST ISSUE FOR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING.

PHOTOCOPIES OF THE TEXTS MAY BE BOUGHT FROM THE EDITORIAL OFFICE AT £1.00 EACH PART (£1.50 OVERSEAS), P&P INCLUSIVE.

COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM ADVERTISERS.

### JULY 86
- PASSIVE IR DETECTOR – burglar detection 115 £3.90
- 200MHZ COUNTER – professional specification 00D £3.08

### SEP 86
- FIBRE-OPTIC LINK – computer comms. ODE £10.14

### OCT 86
- DRUM SYNTHESISER 121 £7.67
- MAINS DELAY TIMER – selectable 15 to 120 mins. Set of 2 PCBs. 122 £7.92
- MAINS DIMMER – touch control up to 400W 123 £3.90
- REMOTE JOYSTICK – infrared computer controller. Set of 2 PCBs. 124 £10.86
- BABY ALARM – through-the-mains transceiver. 125 £10.71

### DEC 86
- VIDEO ENHANCER – manually adjustable video improvement. 126 £8.76
- VIDEO FADER – simple inexpensive video mixer 127 £4.50
- VOICE SCRAMBLER – confidential trans. 128 £8.06

### MAR 87
- 4 CHANNEL ENHANCER 135 £4.60
- LIGHT PEN – uses fibre optics for accuracy 136 £4.10
- ULTRASONIC TAPE MEASURE 138 £9.50

### APR 87
- VIGILANTE CAR ALARM – keeps cars alert 139 £5.90
- INDUCTIVE LOOP TRANSCIEVER – remote control for models: 143/144 £7.80

### MAY 87
- BRIGHT FUZZ – Foot operated overdrive 145 £3.90

### JUN 87
- AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR 146 £10.20

### JUL 87
- WORD GENERATOR – 16-bit binary words 147 £13.42
- SCOPE STORE oscilloscope add-on data storage 148 £11.94

### SEP 87
- SPEECH PROCESSOR – clarifies speech 150 £5.86
- GCSE TIMER UNIT – versatile variable delay 151 £5.18
- FUGEN – triple waveform signal generator 152/153 £9.69
- LIGHT CONTROLLER – delayed switching 154 £4.64

### OCT 87
- TEACHER LOCKER – digital lock control 155 £7.50
- POWER SUPPLY– stabilised ±15V 156 £7.50
- GUITAR TO SYNTH – music interface 157A/B £9.95

### NOV 87
- DUAL POWER SUPPLY– GCSE 158 £6.20
- MINI EXPANDER – Music Interface 159 £5.04

### DEC 87
- RS232C TO MIDI 160 £6.43
- TEACHER RADIO– GCSE 161 £5.58

### JAN 88
- EGG TIMER 162A-C £12.44
- LEGO BUGGY DRIVER 163 £6.42

### FEB 88
- TEACHER TALKBACK – GCSE 164 £6.36
- DC MOTOR SERVO 165 £7.53

### MAR 88
- APPLIANCE TIMER 166A/B £9.38
- LOGIC ANALYSER – Double-sided 168 £20.65

### APR 88
- LIGHT METAL EFFECTS 169 £7.10
- TEACHER COUNTER 170 £4.95

### MAY 88
- RF SPEECH PROCESSOR 172 £6.26
- AMSTRAD ROM EXPANSION 173 £10.80
- MAINS MODEM 174 £4.27

### JULY 88
- VOCALS ELIMINATOR 175 £4.31

### AUG 88
- SPEAKING CLOCK 176 £16.75

### SEPT 88
- BBC MULTIPLEXER 177 £4.50

### OCT 88
- METAL DETECTOR 178 £6.50

### DEC 88
- PANNING MIXER 181 £7.80

### MAR 89
- CHRISTMAS FLASHERS:
  - RUDOLPH’S NOSE 182 £6.25
  - ANGEL’S HALO 183A/B £9.40
  - CANDLE FLICKER 184 £6.25
  - PULSATING STAR 185A/B £13.00
  - RANDOM PUDDING 186 £6.25

### JAN 89
- CAMERA SHUTTER TIMER 187 £9.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS MARCH 1989
BEGINNERS AND EARLY STARTERS

MINI Mini-Matrix Board Projects.
R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.50.
Order Code BP99
Shows a selection of 20 useful and interesting circuits that can be constructed on a mini-matrix board of 24 holes by 10 copper strips in size - an ideal book for early experimenters.

FROM From Atoms to Amperecs.
F.A. Wilson. 160 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP254
For the absolute beginner, clearly explaining the fundamentals behind the whole subject of electricity and electronics.

ELECTRONICS Electronic Projects for Beginners.
F.G. Rayer. 128 pages. £1.95.
Order Code BP48
Specially for the newcomer to electronics who is looking for a book containing a wide range of easily made projects. Some circuits need no soldering and many others show actual component and wiring layouts.

Electronics Build and Learn.
R.A. Penfold. 128 Pages. £5.95.
Order Code PC 101
Combining theory and practice, the book describes a circuit demonstrator unit that is used in subsequent chapters to introduce common electronic components and circuit concepts, complete with practical experiments.

Practical Electronic Building Blocks.
R.A. Penfold. There are two books - Book 1: 128 pages. £1.95.
Order Code BP117
Book 2: 112 pages. £1.95.
Order Code BP118
Book 1 is about oscillators and gives circuits for a wide range, including sine, triangle, square, sawtooth and pulse waveforms and numerous others from voltage controlled to customised types.
Book 2 looks at amplifiers, ranging from low level discrete and opamp types to power amps. A selection of filters and regulators is included.

30 Solderless Breadboard Projects.
Each project is designed for building on a Verobloc breadboard and is accompanied by a description, circuit and layout diagrams and relevant constructional notes. Many of the components are common to several projects. Book 1 covers linear devices, and Book 2 coversmos logic chips.

R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £1.95.
Order Code BP 227
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical side of electronics and includes simple constructional projects.

TEST AND MEASUREMENT

How to Get Your Electronic Projects Working.
R.A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.50.
Order Code BP110
Essential reading for anyone who wants first-time success in project assembly. Covers tracing mechanical faults as well as testing for failures of active and passive components of most types.

Modern Electronic Test Equipment.
K. Brindley. £6.95.
Order Code NT4
Detailed information and discussions on analog and digital meters, oscilloscopes, signal sources, frequency, time and event counters, spectrum and logic analysers, displays and other test equipment.

Getting the Most from Your Multimeter.
R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP239
There's more to what you can do with a meter than meets the casual eye. The book covers the basics of what you can do with analogue and digital meters and discusses component and circuit testing.

OSCO Scilloscopes.
I. Hickman. £6.95.
Order Code NT3
Subtitled 'How to Use Them, How They Work', the book is illustrated with diagrams and photographs and is essential reading for anyone who wants to know about scopes, from first principles to practical applications.

COMMUNICATIONS

Walkie-Talkie Projects.
R.A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP186
Full of vital information and practical circuitry for the construction of low power transmitter-receivers and accessories.

An Introduction to Satellite Television.
F.A. Wilson. 112 pages. £5.95.
Order Code BP195
Informative answers to many of the questions about this communications revolution. The information is presented on two levels, one aimed at the complete beginner, the other at professional engineers and serious amateur enthusiasts.

AUDIO AND MUSIC

Introducing Digital Audio.
I. Sinclair. 112 pages. £5.95.
Order Code PC102
A non-mathematical introduction to the new digital technology, discussing the principles and methods involved in devices such as cd, dts and sampling.

Electronic Music Projects.
R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP74
24 practical constructional projects covering fuzz, wah, sawtooth, reverb, phasing, tremolo etc. The text is split into four sections covering guitar, general, sound generation and accessory projects.

R.A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP174
Complementing BP74 by covering more advanced and complex projects including flanging, chorus, ring modulation, plus a selection of drum, symbol and gong circuits.

Computer Music Projects.
R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP173
Shows how home computers can produce electronic music and covers sequencing, analogue and midi interfacing, digital delay lines and sound generators.

Practical Midi Handbook.
R.A. Penfold. 160 pages. £5.95.
Order Code PC103
A practical how-to-do-it book for musicians and enthusiasts who want to exploit the capabilities of Midi. Covers keyboards, drums, sequencers, effects, mixers, guitar, and computer music software.

Midi Projects.
R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP182
Practical details of interfacing many popular home computers with Midi systems, and also covering Midi interfacing to analogue and percussion synths.

Electronic Synthesiser Construction.
R.A. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.95.
Order Code BP185.
Even relative beginners should find the monophonic synthesiser described here within their capabilities if the book is thoroughly read. Individual aspects of the synth are dealt with separately and pcb designs are shown for the main modules.
An Introduction to Computer Peripherals
R.A. and J.W. Penfold. 80 pages. £2.50. Order Code BP179
Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives, cassettes, modems, etc., explaining what they are and how to use them with your computer and with each other.

Microprocessing Systems and Circuits
F.A. Wilson. 256 pages. £2.95. Order Code BP77
A comprehensive guide to the elements of microprocessing systems, covering the fundamental principles behind this important subject.

Introduction to 6800/6802 Microprocessor Systems
R.J. Simpson and T.J. Terrell. 238 pages. £10.95. Order Code NT9
The book covers system hardware, programming concepts and practical experimental work that will assist in understanding the 6800/6802 microprocessor, with additional information on the 6802/6804 evaluation system.

NEW An Introduction to 68000 Assembly Language
R.A. and J.W. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.95. Order Code BP184
Covers the fundamentals of writing programs that will vastly increase the speed of 68000-based machines such as the Commodore Amiga, Atari ST range, Apple Macintosh, etc.

Getting the Most from Your Printer
J.W. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95. Order Code BP181
How to use the features found on most dot-matrix printers from progressives and popular wordprocessors, showing examples of what must be typed to achieve a given effect.

Micro Interfacing Circuits
R.A. Penfold. Two books, each of 112 pages.
Book 1: £2.25. Order Code BP130
Book 2: £2.25. Order Code BP131
Both books include practical circuits and useful background information though PCB layouts are not included. Book 1 mainly covers computer input-output techniques. Book 2 deals primarily with practical application circuits.

NEW An Introduction to 6502 Machine Code
R.A. and R.W. Penfold. 112 pages. £2.50. Order Code BP147
Covers the main principles of machine code programming on 6502-based machines such as the Vic-20, Orca, Apple II, Atari 400, 800, etc. It assumes no previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine code and gives illustrative programming examples.

NEW A Z-80 Workshop Manual
E.A. Parr. 192 pages. £3.50.
New Code BP112
A book for those who already know Basic and wish to explore machine code and assembly language programming on Z80-based computers.

Practical Digital Electronics Handbook
M. Tooley. 208 pages. £6.95.
New Code PC 104

Opamps
B. Dance. £6.50.
New Code NT2
A selection of power supply designs, including simple, precision supplies, switch mode and computer-controlled supplies, plus a selection of miscellaneous circuits.

MLA Popular Electronic Circuits
G.C. Loveday. £6.95.
New Code BP104
A wide range of circuit designs for experienced engineers and/or boat enthusiasts. Includes design data for enthusiasts and professional engineers alike.

NEW Key Techniques for Circuit Design
G.C. Loveday. £6.95.
New Code BM 101
Tackles the problem of designing circuits from scratch, introducing the concept of target specifications, the design sequence, device selection, rules of thumb, and useful equivalent circuits.
**Z80A MICROCONTROLLER**

A low cost single board micro-system providing all the requirements needed for many applications in industrial, experimental and educational fields.

Just some of its extensive features include:

- Z80A CPU operating at 4MHz
- EPROM socket - jumper link selectable as 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32K accepts 2712/2725/2764/27256 EPROMS
- RAM socket - jumper link selectable as 2, 8 or 32K accepts 6116/6264/62256 CMOS static RAM - battery back up included
- INPUT/OUTPUT - 2 Z80 PIOs providing 32 programmable I/O lines
- HARDWARE COUNTER/TIMER - a 280 CTC providing four independent counter/timer circuits
- Expansion boards available - D/A, 8 channel A/D, RS232 serial I/O etc.
- Full documentation and user notes

Z80 Single Board Controller fitted with 2x8 CMOS static RAM only £94.95 + VAT - BUILT AND TESTED !!

Specialising in microprocessor data logging and control applications, we provide a complete service covering any or all of the stages from initial hardware and software design through manufacture to final installation.

Phone/send for full details - OEM, trade and overseas enquiries welcome.

---
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**TRANSFORMERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12V/24V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12V/12V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EX STOCK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60/30V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/20V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/20V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/20V</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**REQUEST FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY**

**SM ENGINEERING**

**St. Georges’ Lion Hill Stone Cross**

**Telephone: 0323-766262**

**PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS MARCH 1989**

---

Please mention PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS when replying to adverts.
**Omp Power Amplifier Modules**

**NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES**

**Omp100 M-1 Bi-Polar Output Power 110 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms**
Frequency Response 15Hz- -30KHz T.H.D. 0.1% S.N.R. -115dB, Sens. for Max. output 500mW at 10K, Size 355 x 115 x 65mm.

PRICE £31.99 + £3.00 P&P.

**NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES**

**Omp200 Mos-Fet Output Power 200 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms**
Frequency Response 15Hz - -30KHz Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rate 60V/us, T.H.D. Typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -130dB, Size 330 x 123 x 65mm.

PRICE £82.99 + £3.50 P&P.

**Omp300 Mos-Fet Output Power 300 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms**
Frequency Response 15Hz- -30KHz Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rate 50V/us, T.H.D. Typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -130dB, Size 330 x 123 x 65mm.

PRICE £139.99 + £4.00 P&P.

**USES**

- **VU METER** Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate visual display employing 11 LED doped (green, red, blue) plus an additional on/off indicator. Oscillators stabilised and correct circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 x 27 x 45mm.

PRICE £6.49 + 50p P&P.

**POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES**

**SUPPORTS READY BUILT AND RUSH AMPLIFIER MODULES**

**PRICE INCLUDES V.A.T. * PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY SERVICE**

**Omp LiNEAR LOUDSPEAKERS**

**Large Selection of Specialist Loudspeakers Available, Including Cabinet Fittings, Speaker Grilles, Cross-Overs and High Power, High Frequency Bullets and Horns, Large S.A. (30p Stamped) for Complete List.**

**McKenzie Instruments, P.A., Disco, Etc.**

**ALL AMPLIFIERS 8 OHM IMPEDANCE**

- **80 WATT CT80GP GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO.**
- **150 WATT CT150GP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.**
- **230 WATT CT230GP KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.**
- **350 WATT CT350GP BASS, LOW END, EXCELLENT MID.**
- **500 WATT CT500GP GUITAR, BASS, EXCELLENT MID.**

PRICE £64.20 + £5.50 P&P.

**OmpLinerT Loudspeakers**

**Omp Slide Dimmer 1K Watt & 2.5K Watt**

**REO Electric Tweeters, Motorola**

Join the Rezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required these units can be added to existing systems of up to 1/2" speakers and are designed to be used with the existing Piezo tweeter's £6.99, type 'E' (£5550852) 3½" round with protective wire mesh, ideal for book shelf and medium sized Mi speakers. Price £4.90 each (50p P&P).

**STEREO DISCO MIXER**

**400 WATT C15100BS HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND**

**15" 100 WATT C15100BS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREQUENCY, P.A., DISCO.**

PRICE £80.53 + £4.50 P&P.

**DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY**

**SOUND LEVELS, FINISHED PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS MARCH 1989**

**B.K. ELECTRONICS**

**Unit 5, Comet Way, Southend-On-Sea, Essex. SS2 6TR**

TEL: 0702-527572 FAX: 0722-420243
THE NEW MAPLIN CATALOGUE
IT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE NEW MAPLIN CATALOGUE ON SALE SOON

AVAILABLE FROM 11TH NOVEMBER 1989 IN ALL W.H. SMITH STORES